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GREEN MEANS GO: 
TRIBES RUSH TO REGULATE CANNABIS  
IN INDIAN COUNTRY 
By Julie Sungeun Kim and Jessica Roberts 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Until recently, the federal gRYeUQPeQW¶V SROLc\ WRZaUdV 
states legalizing cannabis1 was tacitly permissive. During President 
ObaPa¶V adPLQLVWUaWLRQ, Whe UQLWed SWaWeV DeSaUWPeQW Rf JXVWLce 
(DOJ) issued three memos in less than five years stating that the 
 
 J.D. Candidate, 2020, Seattle University School of Law. I am Korean-
American and do not have a tribal affiliation. As a Black Studies minor at 
University of California, Santa Barbara, I learned that a commitment to 
promoting social justice for marginalized groups cannot, and must not, ignore 
American Indigenous communities. As the movement for federal legalization for 
recreational marijuana is surfacing for the 2020 Elections, the possibility of 
cultivating and selling marijuana on Indian Land should not be overlooked. 
Tribes should be given the same opportunity for economic growth from the 
marijuana business, although I am not commenting on whether each tribe should 
or should not take up on the opportunity. I am advocating that the tribes should, 
at the very least, have the economic opportunity as any other private business 
owner for upward mobility. Thank you Min T. Kim, Jum S. Kim, and Linda 
Kim for your endless love and support. You are the reasons why I am able to be 
here. Thanks to everyone who encourage me to seek the truth, show me love to 
carry on another day, and inspire me to give back what I have received.  
 J.D. Candidate, 2020, Seattle University School of Law. I am a member of the 
CheURNee TULbe, ZRUN ZLWh SeaWWOe UQLYeUVLW\¶V IQdLgeQRXV PeRSOe¶V IQVWLWXWe, 
aQd SULRU WR OaZ VchRRO YROXQWeeUed aW Fa\eWWeYLOOe, NRUWh CaUROLQa¶V OffLce Rf 
Indian Education. One of my career goals is to provide legal support to tribal 
and member-owned businesses. This paper is a holistic look at how some tribes 
are approaching cannabis in Indian Country. Although I am making arguments, I 
am not making judgments about the range of policies tribes enact in the name of 
protecting their members and their sovereignty. Thank you to Ben Roberts, 
Thomas Peyton, and Debora Peyton for your support, encouragement, and 
advice. You made law school possible for me. Thank you also to Olivia for 
giving me perspective. Thank you to Brooke Pinkham, Staff Director of the 
Center for Indian Law and Policy, for her support and guidance specific to 
Indian Law opportunities over the past years. I also appreciate Bree Black 
HRUVe¶V LQVLghW aQd feedbacN RQ a SUeYLRXV YeUVLRQ Rf WhLV ZRUN.  
1 Cannabis is a term referring to multiple psychoactive preparations of the 
cannabis plant.  The plant is commonly used for marijuana, and herbal form of 
caQQabLV. MaULMXaQa LV SUeSaUed fURP Whe caQQabLV SOaQW¶V dULed fORZeULQg WRSV 
and leaves, where the cannabinoid delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is found.  
THC produces the psychoactive effects users seek.  In this paper, the term 
³caQQabLV´ ZLOO be XVed ZheQ deVcULbLQg Whe LQdXVWU\ aQd bURad UaQge Rf 
SURdXcWV deULYed fURP caQQabLV. ³MaULMXaQa´ LV XVed ZheQ aQ LQdLYLdXaO, OaZ, RU 
policy refers to the substance specifically. World Health Organization, The 
health and social effects of nonmedical cannabis USE, 2-3 (2016). 
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federal government would not interfere with state laws legalizing 
caQQabLV. BXW ZheUe dLd Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V SRVLWLRQ OeaYe 
tribes? Arguably, if tribes are located in a state that legalizes the 
substance, then Native communities are also free to participate in 
Whe ³GUeeQ RXVh.´2 Indeed, the DOJ issued a 2014 memo confirming 
precisely this position. However, the federal government has also 
consistently maintained that because tribes are subject to federal 
law, cannabis is illegal on tribal lands throughout the United States. 
Then, in January 2018, the DOJ rescinded the Obama-era memos 
and publicly recommitted itself to prosecuting the possession, 
cultivation, and distribution of marijuana. But by then, some tribes 
had already changed their own laws to legalize cannabis on their 
lands. Others had formed compacts with states allowing tribes to 
self-regulate cannabis in Indian Country and invested millions in 
opening tribally-owned cannabis dispensaries. The question of to 
what extent may tribes participate in the legal cannabis market has 
never been so complex, and also never so distillable to a single point: 
now what?3 
Much of the scholarship that exists already on cannabis in 
Indian Country explores the answer to this jurisdictional puzzle 
through the lens of federalism and states¶ ULghWV.4 While this 
discussion is critical to understanding what tribes stand to gain or 
lose by participating in the cannabis industry, it is also time to bring 
tribal perspectives to the forefront. This article considers how the 
inconsistent federal policy toward state legalization of cannabis 
creates an opportunity for tribes to assert their sovereignty. 
Additionally, this article highlights the central issues for tribes when 
deciding whether to legalize cannabis. Many tribes transitioned 
 
2 The ³GUeeQ RXVh´ UefeUV WR ZLdeVSUead effRUWV aPRQg eQWUeSUeQeXUV aQd 
investors to capitalize on the legal cannabis industry. 
3 At the time this paper was undergoing the final stages of publication, the 
United States House Judiciary Committee passed a historic federal cannabis 
legalization bill on November 20, 2019. Ending Federal Marijuana Prohibition 
Act of 2019, H.R.1588, 116th Cong. (2019±2020). The bill would remove 
cannabis from the federal Controlled Substance Act. Id. at § 3. The full House 
will likely not consider the bill until 2020 before going on to the Senate. Given 
that the Republican Party currently controls the Senate, the authors predict this 
bill will face a long road of challenges and compromises. In the meantime, the 
issues addressed in this article will continue to exist for tribes. 
4 See Lauren Adornetto, Indian Country Complexities and the Ambiguous State 
of Marijuana Policies in the United States, 65 BUFF. L. REV. 329 (2017); 
Melinda Smith, Native Americans and the Legalization of Marijuana: Can the 
Tribes Turn Another Addiction into Affluence?, 39 AM. INDIAN L. REV. 507 
(2015) 
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from being decidedly against cannabis in Indian Country to 
lobbying state and federal governments for their rights to enter the 
market. Alternatively, other tribes are fighting for their right to keep 
cannabis out of Indian Country, even if the state legalizes the 
substance.  
What emerges from these examples of tribal decision-
making about legalizing cannabis is a tribe-focused argument: tribes 
VhRXOd aSSURach ³The GUeeQ RXVh´ aV aQ e[eUcLVe Rf WheLU 
sovereignty. Regardless whether a tribe decides to legalize or 
criminalize cannabis on tribal lands, the very debate and decisions 
involved in doing so protects tribal sovereignty at the state and 
federal level. This, in turn, encourages the federal government to 
decisively clarify its cannabis policy in Indian Country. As some 
WULbeV¶ e[SeULeQceV ZLWh OegaOL]aWLRQ haYe aOUead\ LOOXVWUaWed, WULbeV 
must restrict their sovereignty related to cannabis, or risk having 
state and federal governments limit tribal authority in this area. 
In Part II, this paper will explain tribal sovereignty in 
relation to the federal and state governments, and the history of 
regulating marijuana in federal law, state law, and in Indian 
Country. Despite the progressive trend in legalizing marijuana in 
states, marijuana is still classified as a schedule I drug under federal 
OaZ. EYeQ ZLWh Whe LVVXaQce Rf Whe DOJ¶V CROe aQd WLONLQVRQ 
Memos, the status of marijuana activity on reservation land is 
unclear and has proven to be disastrous. Then, this paper will 
consider the unclear impact of the Cole Memo on the cultivation and 
use of cannabis in Indian Country. The DOJ responded to tribal 
OeadeUV¶ UeTXeVW fRU VSecLfLc gXLdaQce a \eaU OaWeU LQ Whe WLONLQVRQ 
Statement, but the answer amounted to referring tribes to the Cole 
Memo. Subsequently, states and tribes alike relied on these DOJ 
policies to undertake changes in law, start businesses, and enact their 
own regulatory and enforcement schemes. Then, in 2018, the DOJ 
rescinded the guidance. The result was an even more confusing void 
in federal cannabis policy where states and tribes had legalized. It is 
against this nebulous policy backdrop that tribes began to make their 
own decisions about criminalizing or legalizing cannabis in Indian 
Country. 
 In Part III, the paper will shift to tribal perspectives about the 
relative advantages and disadvantages of tribes participating in the 
caQQabLV PaUNeW. FLUVW, WhLV aUWLcOe ZLOO aQaO\]e hRZ VWaWeV¶ aWWLWXdeV 
toward legalizing cannabis condition the possibility for tribal 
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cannabis activity in a specific state. Second, the article will explore 
intratribal and intertribal debate about legalizing cannabis as an 
exercise of tribal sovereignty, tracing the evolution of most tribal 
leader positions from against to in favor of legalization. The paper 
will outline the specific reasons tribes offer for banning cannabis, 
and then reasons for legalizing and claiming a piece of the market 
for Native enterprises. Finally, this section looks at specific case 
studies of two Washington state tribes who took different 
approaches to cannabis, but both for the purpose of protecting their 
sovereignty. 
 In Part IV, this paper will conclude by presenting two 
arguments.  First, this paper argues that the community that is hurt 
PRVW b\ Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V faLOXUe WR cUafW a VWabOe PaULMXaQa 
policy is the tribes. Thus, Congress should establish a clear and 
viable policy to address the legality of marijuana activity in Indian 
country and to end a power struggle between the states and the 
federal government. Second, while other scholarship concludes that 
the federal government needs to clarify its policy for tribes, this 
paper goes further by examining how tribes themselves are 
legislating cannabis. This article argues that tribes can use the 
current indeterminate federal policy to their advantage in controlling 
and preserving their sovereignty vis-à-vis the federal and state 
governments. Indeed, whether tribes choose to legalize or ban 
caQQabLV LV QRW Whe TXeVWLRQ. RaWheU, WULbeV¶ ZLOOLQgQeVV WR eQgage LQ 
these debates and make policies that are sometimes counter to those 
of the state or the federal government is an exercise of their tribal 
sovereignty. The Green Rush will not be the final economic frontier, 
but it is an opportunity for tribes to condition, rather than be 
subjected to, laws and policies governing cannabis in Indian 
Country. 
 
II. FEDERAL LAW ON THE CULTIVATION AND USE OF 
CANNABIS IN INDIAN COUNTRY 
Tribal Sovereignty in Relation to Federal Cannabis Policy 
 
 Federal courts have jurisdiction over all civil actions brought 
by any Indian tribe under 28 U.S.C. § 1362, wherein the action arises 
under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.5 The 
 
5 28 U.S.C § 1362 (1966). 
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fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW UecRgQL]eV WULbaO QaWLRQV aV ³dRPeVWLc 
deSeQdeQW QaWLRQV,´ aQd haV a hLVWRULcaO SROLc\ Rf encouraging 
Tribal self-government that allows tribes to retain their sovereignty 
over their members and lands.6  However, tribal sovereignty has 
been, and continues to be, a weak force in the development of Native 
American policy because of the residual effects of being denied U.S. 
Citizenship under the Fourteenth Amendment up until the 
nineteenth century.7  
The relationship and dynamic between the federal 
government and tribes has been, and still is, uniquely 
uncomfortable: Tribes cannot voluntarily relinquish their sovereign 
status on their own and cannot own their land.8 Tribal lands are held 
³LQ WUXVW´ ZLWh Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW, aQd aQ\ addLWLRQaO OaQd 
acquired must also be held in trust with the approval of the federal 
government.9 In short, Native Americans cannot own land, so they 
cannot build equity, which ultimately prohibits them from numerous 
opportunities and benefits.  
In turn, the federal government has the sole power to 
e[WLQgXLVh a WULbe¶V SRVVeVVLRQ,10 and the exclusive authority to 
establish jurisdiction over tribes. Further, the U.S. Congress 
facilitates commerce between the states and the tribes,11 limiting the 
WULbeV¶ VRYeUeLgQ LPPXQLW\.12 The fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V RQe-sided 
control continues to affect court decisions regarding a conflict of 
sovereignty with federal laws,13 and constitutional provisions and 
 
6 LONNIE E. GRIFFITH, JR., 41 AM. JUR. 2DAM. JUR. 2D Indians § 11 (2015) (2d 
ed. 2019). 
7 Charles F. Wilkinson, American Indians, Time and the Law (Yale Univ. Press 
1987).  
8 Joseph P. Kalt & Joseph W. Singer, Myths and Realities of Tribal Sovereignty: 
The Law and Economics of Indian Self-Rule (March 18, 2004). KSG, Working 
Paper No. RWP04-16, March 18, 2004), 
https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/jsinger/files/myths_realities.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/H24L-7TCP].  
9 Natural Resources Conservation Service, United State Department of 
Agriculture, DefiniWion of ³Indian CoXnWr\´, 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs141p2_024362.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/DA64-2SR9]. 
10 JRhQVRQ Y. M¶IQWRVh, 21 U.S. 543 (1823).  
11 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 3 (Congress has power to regulate commerce with 
the Indian Tribes).  
12 KALT & SINGER, supra note 8, at 18. 
13 Teresa Hawkinson Dawkins, Can A Sioux Be Sued for Embracing Mary Jane: 
Tribal Sovereign Immunity Concerns Arising From the Legalized Marijuana 
Trade on Indian Land, 3 ST. THOMAS J. OF COMPLEX LITIG., Fall 2017. 
https://www.stu.edu/Portals/law/docs/academics/student-
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subsequent interpretations by the Supreme Court14 are often 
summarized in three principles of U.S. Indian law: territorial 
sovereignty, plenary power doctrine, and trust relationship.15 Under 
these longstanding principles, the courts determined the scope of 
inherent tribal authority rather than leaving Indian law matters to 
Congress, while Congress is capable of extinguishing tribal powers 
under the plenary power doctrine.16  
1. Early Cannabis Prohibition in the United States 
 
Medicinal preparations of cannabis became available in 
American pharmacies in the 1850s after an introduction in Western 
medicine in 1839.17 Recreational cannabis was listed as a 
³faVhLRQabOe QaUcRWLc´ LQ 1853,18 and in 1906 the U.S. Congress 
required that cannabis, among other drugs, be accurately labeled 
with contents under the Pure Food and Drug Act.19 States began to 
form legislation to regulate pharmaceutical cannabis20 and the 
Federal government imposed an excise tax on sales of hemp under 
the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937.21 The Act effectively made 
SRVVeVVLRQ RU WUaQVfeU Rf ³PaULhXaQa´22 illegal throughout the 
 
orgs/jcl/volumes/3/DawkinsTeresaCanASiouxbySuedforEmbracingMaryJane.pd
f [https://perma.cc/GC7P-SR7S]. 
14 See, e.g., Cherokee Nation v. State of Ga., 30 U.S. 1, 10 (1831) (holding the 
Cherokee nation dependent, with a relationship to the United States like that of a 
³ZaUd Rf LWV gXaUdLaQ´); WRUceVWeU Y. SWaWe Rf Ga., 31 U.S. 515 (1832) (which 
laid out the relationship between tribes and the state and federal governments, 
stating that the federal government was the sole authority to deal with Indian 
nations), abrogated by Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353 (2001). 
15 Michalyn Steel, Plenary Power, Political Questions, and Sovereignty in 
Indian Affairs, 63 UCLA L. REV. 666 (2016). 
16 Id. at 702.  
17 Dale H. Gieringer, The Forgotten Origins of Cannabis Prohibition in 
California, 26 J. OF CONTEMP. DRUG PROBS. 237, Summer 1999. (summarized 
online at http://www.canorml.org/background/caloriginsmjproh.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/9X6N-EPGE]). 
18 Our Fashionable Narcotics, 
https://www.nytimes.com/1854/01/10/archives/our-fashionable-narcotics.html. 
19 21 U.S.C. Chp.1, Subch. 1, Federal Food and Drug Act of (1906). (Congress 
wanted to strengthen requirements of ale and remove loopholes in piso law; 
Regulation of too lax pharmacy practice by the FDA.) 
20 Massachusetts (1911), Towns-Boylan Act in New York (1914), Maine (1914), 
The Poison Act (1907), Wyoming (1915); Texas (1919); Iowa (1923); Nevada 
(1923); Oregon (1923); Washington (1923); Arkansas (1923); Nebraska 
(1927); Louisiana (1927); and Colorado (1929). 
21 Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, Schaffer Library of Drug 
Policy. [https://perma.cc/4FMG-SWXQ]. 
22 The spelling of marijuana has changed since then. 
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United States under federal law, excluding medical and industrial 
uses.23 In 1969, the U.S. Supreme Court held the Marihuana Tax Act 
to be unconstitutional.24 In response, Congress passed the 
Controlled Substances Act as Title II of the Comprehensive Drug 
Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, which repealed the 
Marihuana Tax Act.25 
Today, the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) establishes 
federal U.S. drug policy under which the manufacture, importation, 
possession, use and distribution of certain substances is regulated.26 
The legislation created five schedules (classifications) with varying 
qualifications for a substance to be in included in each.27 Two 
federal agencies, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), determine which 
substances are added to or removed from various schedules.28 
Schedule I substances are labeled to have a high potential for abuse, 
have no currently accepted medical use in treatment in the country, 
and lack acceptable safety for use of the drug under medical 
supervision.29 As of this article, marijuana remains illegal under 
federal law as a Schedule 1 drug.30 
2. Changes and Current State Law for States 
 
The CSA has become the main clash of state and federal 
laws, as it affected how policymakers, courts, and local states 
questioned the preemptive power of federal drug laws.31 In 
November 2012, Washington State became the first state to pass by 
initiative the legal sale and possession of cannabis for both medical 
 
23 Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, supra note 21. Id. 
24 Leary v. United States, U.S., 395 U.S. 6, 12 (1969).  
25 Comprehensive Drug Prevention and Control Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-
513, 84 Stat. 1236. 
26 21 U.S.C. §§ 801±904 (1971). 
27 U.S. DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce, DUXg EQfRUcePeQW AdPLQLVWUaWLRQ (Dec. 12, 2019), 
https://www.dea.gov/controlled-substances-act [https://perma.cc/QC66-AQ8S], 
https://www.dea.gov/drug-scheduling [https://perma.cc/U49Y-Q8FZ]. 
28 U.S. DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce, DUXg EQfRUcePeQW AdPLQLVWUaWLRQ, DLversion Control 
Division, Controlled Substances Security Manual (Mar. 27, 2019, 9:29 PM), 
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/pubs/manuals/sec/app_law.htm 
[https://perma.cc/6PHP-8ANK]. 
29 21 U.S.C. § 812, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/812 
[https://perma.cc/HW2R-E8W3].  
30 U.S. DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce, supra note 27. 
31 U.S. Congressional Research Service. State Marijuana Legalization 
Initiatives: Implications for Federal Law Enforcement (R43164; Dec. 4, 2014), 
by Lisa N. Sacco & Kristin Finklea [https://perma.cc/6HFF-58RP]. 
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and non-medical use.32 In January 2014, Colorado legalized the use 
and possession of cannabis when Colorado Amendment 64 amended 
Whe VWaWe¶V cRQVWLWXWLRQ, RXWOLQLQg a VWaWeZLde dUXg SROLc\ fRU 
cannabis.33 Both states allowed for commercial cultivation and 
sales, subject to regulation and taxes.  
In November 2014, other states followed suit: Alaska,34 
Oregon,35 and Washington D.C.36 legalized recreational use of 
cannabis. Two years later, California, Nevada, Massachusetts and 
Maine also legalized.37 In January 2018, Vermont became the first 
state to legalize through a legislative act, as opposed to ballot 
initiatives with the previous states.38 As of 2019, eleven states and 
Washington D.C. have legalized medical and recreational marijuana 
and thirty-three have legalized only medical marijuana, leaving 
seventeen states with fully illegal statuses.39  With more than half of 
the states with some form of legalized status, the trend to full 
legalization seems like just a matter of time.  
 
 
 
 
 
32 WA Initiative 502, https://sos.wa.gov/_assets/elections/initiatives/i502.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/98D6-JLMW]; see voting results at 
https://results.vote.wa.gov/results/20121106/Measures-All.html 
[https://perma.cc/MP7U-KZ7Z]. WA Initiative 502 
33 Colorado Constitutional Amendment 6465, 
https://www.fcgov.com/mmj/pdf/amendment64.pdf. 
34 Alaska Marijuana Legislation, Ballot Measure 2, Ballotpedia (2014). 
[https://perma.cc/AP4K-2RLX].  
35 Oregon Legalized Marijuana Initiative, Measure 91, Ballotpedia (2014). 
[https://perma.cc/CZ8N-9MNK]. 
36 Washington, D.C. Marijuana Legislation, Initiative 71, Ballotpedia (2014). 
[https://perma.cc/GW5R-ZGR7].  
37 Alicia Wallace, A greener America: MarijXana¶s big sWaWemenW in ElecWion 
2016, THE CANNABIST (Nov. 8, 2016, 7:19 PM, updated Mar. 21, 2018, 11:46 
AM), Alicia Wallace (November 15, 
2016). https://www.thecannabist.co/2016/11/08/election-2016-marijuana-
results-states-recreational-medical/66994/ [https://perma.cc/5MPP-MY74]. 
38 Alicia Wallace, Vermont Gov. Phil Scott signs marijuana legalization bill 
³ZiWh mi[ed emoWions´, THE CANNABIST (Jan. 22, 2018, 12:47 PM, updated Jan. 
25, 2018, 1:33 PM), https://www.thecannabist.co/2018/01/22/vermont-
marijuana-legalization-scott-signs/97283/ [https://perma.cc/8XUG-QVRL].  
39 33 Legal Medical Marijuana States and D.C., PROCON.ORG, July 24, 2019 
available at https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/legal-medical-marijuana-
states-and-dc/ (providing a list of medical marijuana states with particulars of 
the laws in each state) [https://perma.cc/GG9R-N64T].  
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The Cole Memo¶s Unclear EffecW on Cannabis Polic\ in 
Indian Country 
 
1. The Cole Memo 
 
On August 29, 2013 the DOJ issued the Cole Memo to all 
UQLWed SWaWeV AWWRUQe\V. The PePR XSdaWed Whe deSaUWPeQW¶V 
previous guidance to federal prosecutors regarding marijuana 
enforcement under the Controlled Substances Act (CSA). In 
response to some states legalizing the possession, production, and 
sale of marijuana for both medicinal and recreational use, Deputy 
Attorney General James M. Cole made three clarifications.40 
First, Cole reiterated that the federal government considers 
PaULMXaQa WR be a ³daQgeURXV dUXg.´41 He also characterized the 
illegaO dLVWULbXWLRQ aQd VaOe Rf PaULMXaQa aV a ³VeULRXV cULPe´ 
funding criminal enterprises, gangs, and cartels.42  
SecRQd, CROe QRWed WhaW Whe DOJ¶V OLPLWed UeVRXUceV 
necessitate that the federal government concentrate its efforts to 
enforce the CSA.43 Specifically, he directed DOJ attorneys and law 
enforcement to focus their resources, including prosecution, on 
persons or organizations posing the most significant threats to the 
well-being of the United States and its citizens.44 
Third, Cole listed eight activities that the DOJ would 
prioritize preventing: distribution of marijuana to minors; funding 
of criminal enterprises, gangs or cartels; the transfer of marijuana 
outside of states where it is legal; the use of state-legal marijuana 
sales as a cover for illegal activity; violence and use of firearms in 
growing or distributing marijuana; drugged driving or exacerbation 
of other adverse public health consequences associated with 
 
40 Memorandum from James M. Cole, U.S. Attorney General, on Guidance 
Regarding Marijuana Enforcement to all United States Attorneys (August 29, 
2013) (RQ fLOe ZLWh Whe U.S. DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce). [https://perma.cc/4BU8-ZQQZ]. 
The CROe MePR echReV Whe DOJ¶V SROLc\ SUeYLRXVO\ RXWOLQed LQ Whe 2009 OgdeQ 
Memo, which Deputy Attorney General David W. Ogden issued in response to 
states enacting laws authorizing the medical use of marijuana. Memorandum 
from David W. Ogden, Deputy Attorney General, on Investigations and 
Prosecutions in States Authorizing the Medical Use of Marijuana to selected 
United States Attorneys (October 19, 2009) (RQ fLOe ZLWh Whe U.S. DeS¶W Rf 
Justice). [https://perma.cc/AUV4-VPDL]. 
41 Id. at 1. 
42 Id. at 1.  
43 Id. at 1-2. 
44 Id.  
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marijuana use; growing marijuana on public lands; and marijuana 
possession or use on federal property.45 
Finally, Cole suggested how the traditional federal-state 
approach to enforcing the CSA could be recalibrated in the wake of 
the legalization of marijuana in certain states. Specifically, for those 
states that have designed and LPSOePeQWed a ³URbXVW V\VWeP´ Rf 
regulatory and enforcement schemes to control the cultivation, 
distribution, sale, and possession of marijuana, the federal 
government would not interfere.46 However, when state systems fail 
to adequately prevent any one of the enumerated eight enforcement 
priorities, the federal government reserves the right to bring 
LQdLYLdXaO eQfRUcePeQW acWLRQV, aV ZeOO aV WR chaOOeQge Whe VWaWe¶V 
regulatory structure itself.47 
2. The Wilkinson Statement 
 
However, the Cole Memo never directly addressed if the 
federal government would grant tribes a similar opportunity to 
develop their own sufficiently robust marijuana regulation system. 
Consequently, some tribes requested that the DOJ give specific 
guidance to United States Attorneys about enforcing the CSA on 
tribal lands. The DOJ responded on October 28, 2014 with the 
WLONLQVRQ SWaWePeQW, ZhLch VWaWed: ³[Q]RWhLQg LQ Whe CROe 
Memorandum alters the authority or jurisdiction of the United States 
WR eQfRUce fedeUaO OaZ LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\.´48 
 More specifically, the statement affirmed the United States 
AWWRUQe\V¶ UeVSRQVLbLOLW\ WR eQfRUce Whe CROe MePR¶V eLghW 
priorities, including when a tribe seeks to legalize cannabis in some 
capacity on its land. The DOJ also directed its attorneys to engage 
in government-to-government consultations with tribes when 
evaluating the need for federal marijuana enforcement activities in 
Indian Country.49  AccRUdLQgO\, XQWLO 2018 Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V 
 
45 Id. at 1±3. 
46 Id. at 3. 
47 Id. 
48 Memorandum from Monty Wilkinson, Policy Statement Regarding Marijuana 
Issues in Indian Country, at 2. (October 28, 2014) (RQ fLOe ZLWh Whe U.S. DeS¶W Rf 
Justice) [https://perma.cc/65QH-CJTR]. This document is often referred to as 
Whe ³WLONLQVRQ SWaWePeQW.´ 
49 Id. at 2±3. ThLV dLUecWLYe LV a cRQWLQXaWLRQ Rf Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V SROLc\ 
RXWOLQed LQ Whe AWWRUQe\ GeQeUaO¶V 2010 IQdLaQ CRXQWU\ IQLWLaWLYe. (See 
Memorandum from David W. Ogden on Indian Country Law Enforcement 
Initiative to All United States Attorneys With Districts Containing Indian 
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position was that it would not interfere with states and tribes 
legalizing marijuana. If a state or tribe implemented a regulatory 
scheme that kept marijuana out of the hands of minors and felons, it 
was unlikely the federal government would use its resources to 
prosecute individuals or entities within the jurisdiction. 
3. The DOJ rescinds the Cole and Wilkinson Memos 
  
However, on January 4, 2018, Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions50 rescinded all nationwide guidance the DOJ provided 
under the Obama administration, including the Cole and Wilkinson 
memos. Instead, Sessions stated the DOJ already had well-
eVWabOLVhed SULQcLSOeV fRU gRYeUQLQg Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V 
enforcement of the CSA. Broadly, the principles require federal 
prosecutors considering whether to prosecute a person or entity to 
weigh the following factors: the seriousness of the crime; the 
potential deterrent effect on further criminal activity; the impact of 
similar crimes on a community; and the priorities set by the Attorney 
General at certain times. Consequently, any previous guidance is 
³XQQeceVVaU\´ aQd ³LV QRW LQWeQded WR, dReV QRW, aQd Pa\ QRW be 
relied upon to create any rights, substantive or procedural, 
eQfRUceabOe aW OaZ b\ aQ\ SaUW\ LQ aQ\ PaWWeU cLYLO RU cULPLQaO.´51 
 It remains unclear how AWWRUQe\ GeQeUaO SeVVLRQV¶ 
rescission of the Cole and Wilkinson memos will affect either states 
or tribes. On the one hand, this policy shift suggests that the federal 
 
Country (Jan. 11, 2010) (RQ fLOe ZLWh Whe DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce) 
[https://perma.cc/5TU8-43U3]. 
50 Jeff SeVVLRQV UeVLgQed RQ NRYePbeU 7, 2018 aW PUeVLdeQW DRQaOd TUXPS¶V 
UeTXeVW. The SUeVLdeQW¶V aWWRUQe\ geQeUaO QRPLQee, WLOOLaP (BLOO) BaUU, WROd Whe 
SeQaWe dXULQg hLV cRQfLUPaWLRQ heaULQg WhaW he dReV QRW ZaQW ³WR XSVeW VeWWOed 
expectations and the reliance interests that have arisen as a result of the Cole 
Memo.´ Confirmation Hearing of William Pelham Barr Before the Committee 
on the Judiciary, 116th Cong. (Jan. 15. 2019) (statement of William P. Barr, 
AWW¶\ GeQ. Rf Whe U.S. NRPLQee) [https://perma.cc/JPZ5-8MKC]. He does, 
however, want the government to choose between either enforcing the federal 
law outlawing marijuana everywhere (which Barr himself favors) or allowing 
states to legalize in a systematic way. Ben Curren, The Next Attorney General 
May Not Bar Progress On Cannabis Policy After All, FORBES, Jan. 22, 2019, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bencurren/2019/01/22/the-next-attorney-general-
may-not-bar-progress-on-cannabis-policy-after-all/#4daae50f3c39 
[https://perma.cc/E6VJ-YDYX]. 
51 Memorandum from Jefferson B. Sessions on Marijuana Enforcement to All 
United States AttorneyV, 1 (JaQ. 4, 2018) (RQ fLOe ZLWh Whe DeS¶W Rf JXVWLce) 
[https://perma.cc/8ZNP-MUNL]. The principles Attorney General Sessions 
refers to are those first set out by former Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti in 
1980, which became part of the United States AWWRUQe\V¶ MaQXaO. 
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government intends to renew its efforts to prosecute marijuana-
related offenses, regardless of whether the offense takes place in a 
jurisdiction where cannabis is legal. On the other hand, perhaps 
nothing has changed. In this case, the federal government retains the 
right to prosecute marijuana-related offenses but will not necessarily 
RYeUe[WeQd Whe DOJ¶V OLPLWed UeVRXUceV WR dR VR. ELWheU Za\, the 
federal government has reasserted its power to prosecute people and 
businesses for the cultivation, distribution, sale, and possession of 
marijuana, even if their actions are legal under state law.52 
Ultimately, states and tribes must now decide how they want 
WR UeVSRQd WR Whe DOJ¶V UeLQYLgRUaWed SROLc\. TULbeV haYe a 
particularly complex set of considerations when deciding whether 
to legalize cannabis on their lands. Even if a tribe is located within 
a state that has legalized cannabis, the tribe remains under federal, 
not state, jurisdiction. While the Wilkinson Memo indicated that the 
federal government would treat tribes who legalized marijuana as it 
would a state government, Sessions was silent as to how the federal 
government would address Indian Country specifically. 
The cXUUeQW abVeQce Rf e[SUeVV SROLc\ fRU Whe DOJ¶V 
regulation of cannabis in Indian Country has caused immense 
confusion and uncertainty for tribal governments.  However, this 
policy vacuum has also created opportunities for enhanced tribal 
autonomy. Tribes are making their own laws and policies related to 
the legalization of cannabis after determining their tribe-specific 
economic priorities and social concerns. It is to these tribal 
perspectives the discussion now moves to explore the arguments 
tribes themselves put forth to their members, against the backdrop 
Rf Whe DOJ¶V XQcOeaU SROLcLeV, eLWheU agaLQVW RU LQ faYRU Rf OegaOL]LQg 
marijuana. 
 
 
 
 
52 Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Office of Pub. Affairs, Attorney General 
Announces Crime Reduction and Public Safety Task Force (Feb. 28, 2017), 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/ attorney-general-announces-crime-reduction-
and-public-safety-task-force [https://perma.cc/E4HD-RYUD]; AG Sessions 
rescinds Cole Memo Roiling Marijuana Industry, MARIJUANA BUS. DAILY, Jan. 
4, 2018 available at https://mjbizdaily.com/report-sessions-rescind-cole-
memocreating-cloud-uncertainty-marijuana-businesses/ 
[https://perma.cc/R5YK-22T7]. 
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III. TRIBAL PERSPECTIVES ON LEGALIZING CANNABIS IN INDIAN 
COUNTRY 
 
Intratribal and Intertribal Debate About Legalizing Cannabis 
in Indian Country  
 
1. The APbLgXRXV SWaWe Rf ³LegaOL]aWLRQ´ LQ IQdLaQ 
Country as an Intimidation Tactic 
 
Despite the progressive decriminalization and legalization of 
medical marijuana use among the states53, marijuana remains an 
illegal substance under federal law.54 The staunch prohibition 
against the cultivation, possession, and circulation of cannabis under 
Federal law discouraged public discussions of cannabis on 
reservation land until the 2013 issuance of the Cole Memorandum 
and the subsequent 2014 Wilkinson Memo.   
After Washington and Colorado legalized marijuana, the 
Cole and Wilkinson memos opened discussion on tribal sovereignty 
aV SeUWaLQLQg WR caQQabLV OegaOL]aWLRQ aQd Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V 
non-interference policies on Indian reservations.55 The DOJ told 
Indian tribes that they could grow and sell marijuana on their lands 
as long they followed the same federal conditions laid out for states 
that have legalized the drug.56 However, the Wilkinson Memo still 
maintained that the federal government had authority and discretion 
to prosecute a tribe or its member criminally. 
 Upon the release of the Wilkinson memo, the Flandreau 
Santee Sioux Tribe was the first to announce plans to grow and sell 
both commercial and recreational marijuana on its South Dakota 
reservation.57 Following a vote of tribal council, deciding 5-1 in 
 
53 Thirty-three states legalized medical marijuana. See 33 Legal Medical 
Marijuana States and D.C., PROCON.ORG, supra note 39.  
54 Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 801±904.  
55 Cary Aspinwall, Justice Department Memo Not Likely to Change Pot Laws on 
Tribal Land Soon, TULSA WORLD Dec. 13, 2014, available at 
https://www.tulsaworld.com/news/courts/justice-department-memo-not-likely-
to-change-pot-laws-on/article_c18f9b8c-cb33-5c8c-9ca3-88a11f4526aa.html 
[https://perma.cc/LSH5-7396]. 
56 American Indian tribes free to grow and sell pot, THE GUARDIAN Dec. 12, 
2014, available at https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2014/dec/11/indian-
tribes-can-grow-and-sell-marijuana-on-lands [https://perma.cc/NB78-VH77].  
57 Regina Garcia Cano, South Dakota Indian tribe plans to sell marijuana by 
Jan. 1, THE CANNABIST June 17, 2015, available at 
https://www.thecannabist.co/2015/06/17/south-dakota-marijuana-indian-tribe-
flandreau-santee-sioux/36247/ [https://perma.cc/A3TV-HVS6]. 
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favor of legalizing cannabis, the tribe established a limited liability 
cRPSaQ\ ZLWh Whe SXUSRVe Rf RSeQLQg Whe QaWLRQ¶V fLUVW PaULMXaQa 
resort in May 2015.58 The tribe planned to open a facility to grow 
marijuana, and visitors would be allowed on the reservation to buy 
and consume at a designated area.59 The tribe was already operating 
a casino on its land, but it saw the new business operation as an 
opportunity to increase the welfare of the tribe.  
As a federally-recognized tribe of the Santee Dakota people 
in a non-legalized state, the President of the Flandreau Santee, Tony 
Reider, acknowledged that the tribe would have to take cautious 
steps in moving forward with the grow operation.60 The potential for 
economic growth and stability incentive inspired Reider to take the 
risk because the revenue and economic development were expected 
to be least two million dollars.61 This revenue would allow the 
community to develop housing, build a drug and alcohol addiction 
treatment center, and improve the local clinic.62 Subsequently, the 
business operations would create jobs and increase economic 
stability for the tribe itself and its members.63  
However, South Dakota Attorney General Marty Jackley 
SXVhed bacN RQ Whe WULbe¶V SOaQ aQd XVed e[WeQVLYe WacWLcV WR QRW RQO\ 
intimidate the tribe, but non-Indians as well. In June 2015, the tribe 
hired Monarch America, a Denver-based cannabis development 
firm to be responsible for the design, construction, and development 
of the growing site.64 In the same month, Jackley claimed that non-
 
58 Kelley Smith, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe steps closer to legalizing 
marijuana, KSFY May 12, 2015, available at 
https://www.ksfy.com/home/headlines/Flandreau-Santee-Sioux-Tribe-steps-
closer-to-legalizing-marijuana-303531911.html [https://perma.cc/N6R6-63MS] 
59 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe moves forward with legal marijuana, 
INDIANZ.COM June 16, 2015, available at 
https://www.indianz.com/News/2015/06/16/flandreau-santee-sioux-tribe-m.asp 
[https://perma.cc/4JQW-2Y97] 
60 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe to launch marijuana business, INDIANZ.COM 
May 12, 2015, available at http://www.indianz.com/News/2015/017447.asp 
[https://perma.cc/8CKW-9RU9].  
61 Garcia Cano, supra note 57. 
62 Id. 
63 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Shares Details of Marijuana Grow, 
INDIANZ.COM June 24, 2015, available at 
http://www.indianz.com/News/2015/017962.asp [https://perma.cc/7WUB-
FTLH].  
64 South Dakota Indian tribe signs deal with Colorado company to grow pot, 
THE CANNABIST June 25, 2015, available at 
https://www.thecannabist.co/2015/06/25/monarch-america-colorado-south-
dakota-indian-tribe-marijuana-grow/36746/ [https://perma.cc/9XXE-UZFR].  
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Indians would not be able to use marijuana on Indian Country on a 
local radio station.65 He warned that because marijuana was still 
illegal under federal and South Dakota laws, non-Indians would not 
be able to consume on the reservation because they were subject to 
both federal and state law.66 Jackley even pointed out that federal 
authorities still raided marijuana operations on two reservations in 
California, a legalized state.67 Three months later, federal agents 
took hemp plants from the Menominee Nation in Wisconsin because 
non-Indians weUe RSeUaWLQg Whe WULbe¶V caQQabLV bXVLQeVV.68   
In November 2015, after three weeks of discussions with the 
state and federal attorney generals, the Flandreau Santee Tribe 
XOWLPaWeO\ bXUQed RQe PLOOLRQ dROOaUV¶ ZRUWh Rf caQQabLV cURS afWeU 
federal officials signaled a potential raid on its reservation.69 
President Reider said the tribe made the decision to avoid possible 
damage to the equipment and the facility from the raid, but also to 
demonstrate good faith as it continues conversations with officials 
in hopes of resuming the project.70  
But Jackley waV QRW VaWLVfLed ZLWh Whe WULbe¶V ORVVeV. IQ JXQe 
2016, Jackley announced that state would investigate whether the 
tribe actually destroyed all of its marijuana crop. In a media 
LQWeUYLeZ JacNOe\ VaLd, ³I dRQ¶W WhLQN fRU a PLQXWe WhaW [Whe WULbe] 
destroyed $1 PLOOLRQ ZRUWh Rf PaULMXaQa. I dRQ¶W NQRZ ZheUe WhaW 
ZeQW aQd LW¶V aQ RSeQ caVe. We QeYeU VhXW WhaW caVe « We QeYeU gRW 
aQ RSSRUWXQLW\ WR checN ZhaW ZaV deVWUR\ed.´71 Tribe President 
 
65 South Dakota official claims non-indians can¶W Xse marijXana, INDIANZ.COM 
June 23, 2015, available at http://www.indianz.com/News/2015/017942.asp 
[https://perma.cc/YC5D-U427]. 
66 Id. 
67 Id.  
68 Native American Tribes Consider Entering Marijuana Market, VOA Aug. 27, 
2017, available at https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/native-american-
tribes-consider-entering-marijuana-market/3996454.html 
[https://perma.cc/LDP7-WC46]. 
69 Regina Garcia Cano, Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Burned Pot Crop, ARGUS 
LEADER Nov. 9, 2015, available at 
https://www.argusleader.com/story/news/2015/11/09/flandreau-santee-sioux-
tribe-burned-pot-crop-fear-federal-raid/75479902/ [https://perma.cc/5642-
4RN8].  
70 Id.  
71 Corey Allen Heidelberger, A.G. Jackle\ SXspecWs FlandreaX Indians Didn¶W 
Really Burn the Tribal Marijuana Crop, DAKOTA FREE PRESS Apr. 12, 2016, 
available at https://dakotafreepress.com/2016/04/12/a-g-jackley-suspects-
flandreau-indians-didnt-really-burn-the-tribal-marijuana-crop/ 
[https://perma.cc/Z4XX-5UNT].  
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ReLdeU cRQfLUPed WhaW ³[W]he caQQabLV ZaV aOO deVWUR\ed.´72 This 
statement suggests that the state was never interested in working 
with the tribes under the Wilkinson Memo in the first place. 
To add insult to injury, Jackley sentenced two non-Indian 
consultants for their role in helping the Flandreau Tribe grow 
marijuana. One of the consultants was prosecuted for conspiracy to 
possess, possession, and attempted possession of more than ten 
pounds of marijuana.73 A jury cleared him after just a couple of 
hours of deliberations.74 The other consultant was charged with one 
count of conspiracy to possess more than one-half pound of 
marijuana.75 JacNOe\ VaLd WhaW ³A PaULMXaQa UeVRUW LV a YLROaWLRQ Rf 
both and state and federal law that would create public health and 
VafeW\ LVVXeV acURVV SRXWh DaNRWa.´76 After pleading guilty, the 
consultant only had to pay a $500 fine and court costs, served no jail 
time, and the record of his case is sealed.  
This relatively light sentence for an act that is supposedly a 
WhUeaW WR SXbOLc heaOWh aQd VafeW\ VhedV OLghW RQ JacNOe\¶V WUXe 
purpose: to fle[ hLV SROLWLcaO PXVcOeV WR SXVh bacN RQ Whe DOJ¶V 
policy. Knowing that he could not charge anyone from the tribe 
because it would raise sovereignty issues, Jackley sought to charge 
the only two individuals he could. He wanted to go to trial because 
Whe ³[VWaWe had] MXULVdLcWLRQ.´77 In what the Flandreau Tribe saw as 
an opportunity for economy growth, Jackley used the Wilkinson 
MePR¶V dLVcUeWLRQaU\ gXLdaQce aQd Whe SOeQaU\ SRZeU Rf Whe fedeUaO 
government to scare not only the tribe, but non-Indians from 
entering Indian country.  
 
 
 
72 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Refutes Claims about Marijuana Crop, 
INDIANZ.COM Apr. 20, 2016, available at 
http://www.indianz.com/News/2016/04/20/flandreau-santee-sioux-tribe-r-2.asp 
[https://perma.cc/S8PN-SLJV].  
73 Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe Cannabis Consultant Found Not Guilty, 
INDIANZ.COM May 25, 2017, available at 
https://www.indianz.com/News/2017/05/25/flandreau-santee-sioux-tribe-
cannabis-co.asp.  
74 Id.  
75 Colorado Man Sentenced For his Role in Flandreau Marijuana Grow Case, 
S.D. AWW¶\ GeQ. PUeVV ReOeaVe, available at 
https://atg.sd.gov/OurOffice/Media/pressreleasesdetail.aspx?id=1912 
[https://perma.cc/V7WZ-2KPP]. 
76 Id.  
77 Supra, note 75. 
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2. HRZ SWaWeV¶ CaQQabLV PROLcLeV CRQdLWLRQ TULbaO 
Cannabis Activities 
 
A VWaWe¶V SROLc\ abRXW caQQabLV VWaQdV WR cRQdLWLRQ, aQd LQ 
VRPe caVeV OLPLW, a gLYeQ WULbe¶V abLOLW\ WR OegaOL]e aQd cRQdXcW 
cannabis activities on its land.78 
 
a. Wisconsin 
 
In 2015, federal agents seized 30,000 hemp plants belonging 
to the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin. The tribe had 
legalized growing "low THC, non-psychotropic" hemp under an 
agreement with the College of the Menominee Nation to study 
industrial hemp. However, federal prosecutors characterized its 
intervention as a raid on an unlawful marijuana grow operation. 
Prior to the raid, the Menominee were also discussing the possibility 
of legalizing medicinal and recreational marijuana on their 
reservation.79 
The Tribe brought suit against the government, arguing its 
crops were grown legally and in accordance with the 2014 federal 
Farm Bill that permitted hemp cultivation. While Wisconsin did not 
allow hemp cultivation, the Menominee claimed the Tribe had the 
authority to legalize hemp under its own ordinance within the 
reservation. The court ruled in favor of the federal government, 
agreeing with its argument that because Wisconsin does not allow 
the growing and cultivation of hemp, the Tribe may not 
independently legalize the crop on its reservation.80  
TRda\, WLVcRQVLQ SWaWe OaZPaNeUV cRQWLQXe WR UeVLVW YRWeUV¶ 
call to legalize marijuana and regulate marijuana like alcohol.81 The 
 
78 See Katherine J. Florey, Budding Conflicts: Marijuana 's Impact on Unsettled 
Questions of Tribal-State Relations, 58 B.C. L. Rev. 991 (2017) (Providing 
background on jurisdictional conflicts between tribes, states, and the federal 
government). 
79 Hilary Bricken, Menominee Hemp Lawsuit Goes Up In Smoke, CANNA LAW 
BLOG (June 2, 2016), https://www.cannalawblog.com/menominee-hemp-
lawsuit-goes-up-in-smoke/ [https://perma.cc/VC26-TLDU]. 
80 Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin v. D.E.A., 190 F.Supp.3d 843, 854±55 
(E.D. Wis. 2016). 
81 Charles Franklin, New Marquette Law School Poll Finds Tight Races For 
Wisconsin Governor, U.S. Senate Seat, LAWMARQUETTE.EDU, Aug. 22, 2018, 
https://law.marquette.edu/poll/2018/08/22/mlsp47release/ 
[https://perma.cc/423G-EQ9E]. (According to a Marquette University Law 
School poll taken over August 15±19, 2018, 61% of respondents were in favor 
of Wisconsin legalizing and regulating marijuana like alcohol.) 
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Tribe has yet to pursue its interests in hemp, medicinal marijuana, 
and recreational marijuana industries.82  
 
b. California  
 
 Even if a state legalizes cannabis, it does not necessarily 
support the tribes within its borders participating in the market. For 
example, California has the largest and most profitable marijuana 
market in the country but is hostile to local tribes developing their 
own marijuana rules and regulations.83 In California, tribal cannabis 
businesses can only obtain their state licenses if tribes grant all 
licensing power to the state.84 The California Cannabis Cultivation 
Program, Section 8102 requires a tribe applying for a state cannabis 
license to waive its sovereign immunity and to comply with all state 
and local laws, as well as to allow state inspectors on tribal lands.85 
In other words, tribes are not allowed to issue licenses and regulate 
tribal cannabis enterprises, despite their status as sovereign 
nations.86   
 Consequently, nineteen tribes rejected what they saw as the 
VWaWe¶V RYeUUeach LQWR WULbaO aXWRQRP\ aQd fRXQded Whe CaOLfRUQLa 
Native American Cannabis Association. This organization pursued 
to pass legislation AB 924, the Cannabis Regulatory Enforcement 
Act for Tribal Entities (CREATE) Act, but the proposed legislation 
was unable to proceed through the state legislature.87 This 
legislation would have given tribes the authority to regulate and 
OLceQVe WheLU PePbeUV¶ caQQabLV acWLYLWLeV.88  
 
 
82 Garcia Cano, supra note 69. (Following the federal raid on the Menominee 
reservation, the Flandreau Santee Sioux destroyed their own crops in South 
Dakota to avoid federal prosecution).  
83 IQ 2017, CaOLfRUQLa¶V PaUNeW ZaV Whe PRVW OXcUaWLYe LQ Whe UQLWed SWaWeV aW $3 
billion, followed by Colorado at $1.5 billion, and Arizona at $1.2 billion. Bethan 
Jenkins, What Are the Largest Cannabis Markets in the United States?, 
CANNABISFN, Aug. 3, 2018, https://www.cannabisfn.com/largest-cannabis-
markets-united-states/ [https://perma.cc/YC7W-ANGZ]. 
84 CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 3, § 8102 (2019).  
85 CAL. CODE REGS. tit. 3, § 8501 (2016). 
86 Amanda Chicago Lewis, How California Is Blocking Native Americans From 
the Weed Business, ROLLING STONE, Feb. 14, 2018, 
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/how-california-is-
blocking-native-americans-from-the-weed-business-253651/ 
[https://perma.cc/4LSK-4DAF]. 
87 Assem. Bill 924, 2017±2018 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2017).  
88 Id.  
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c. Washington, Oregon, and Nevada 
 
IQdeed, deVSLWe CaOLfRUQLa¶V cRQceUQ abRXW ORVLQg PRQe\ WR 
tribes, other states are proving that states and tribes can mutually 
profit through compacts. In 2015, Washington passed a bill 
authorizing its governor to enter into agreements with tribes, 
underscoring the government-to-government relationship.89 Under 
this legislation, Washington became the first state to adopt a 
compacting system for tribes to regulate tribal cannabis activities in 
SaUWQeUVhLS ZLWh, bXW QRW XQdeU, Whe SWaWe¶V OLceQVLQg aXWhRULW\. The 
SWaWe¶V cRPSacW ZLWh Whe SXTXaPLVh TULbe e[SOaLQV ³Whe SWaWe aQd 
the Tribe have recognized the need for cooperation and 
cROOabRUaWLRQ ZLWh UegaUd WR PaULMXaQa LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\.´90 
WaVhLQgWRQ¶V cRPSacWLQg V\VWeP, ZhLch PaUW III dLVcXVVeV LQ deWaLO, 
has since served as a model for other states coordinating cannabis 
regulation and sales with their own tribes. 
SLPLOaUO\, LQ 2015 OUegRQ¶V CRQfedeUaWed TULbeV Rf WaUP 
Springs struck a deal with the State to grow, process, and sell 
marijuana on the recreational market. The tribe created Warm 
Springs Cannabis, the first vertically integrated Native marijuana 
operation that grows on-site and sells off-site.91 Notably, it is still 
illegal to use or possess marijuana on the reservation.92 
A few years later, Nevada¶V SeQaWe SaVVed a bLOO aXWhRUL]LQg 
the state to enter into marijuana regulation and sales agreements 
ZLWh Whe SWaWe¶V WULbeV.93 The Las Vegas Paiute Tribe swiftly 
constructed the NuWu Cannabis Marketplace, designed to be largest 
cannabis dispensary in the world. The dispensary also includes 
drive-thru service (the first of its kind in the United States), online 
order and pick-up service, and cannabinoid-infused products for 
dogs.94 As a result, NuWu is receiving a lot of attention ± and the 
 
89 H.B. 2000, 64th Leg., 1st Spec. Sess. (Wa. 2015). 
90 Marijuana Compact Between the Suquamish Tribe and the State of 
Washington, Suquamish Tribe-WA, WASH. STATE LIQUOR AND CANNABIS BOARD, 
https://lcb.wa.gov/publications/Marijuana/Compact-9-14-15.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/JR82-RNYU]. 
91 Kurtis Lee, µWe can¶W leW Whis pass Xs b\¶: Here¶s hoZ a NaWiYe American 
Tribe in Oregon sees hope with marijuana, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Mar. 6, 2018, 
https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-warm-springs-reservation-marijuana-
20180306-story.html [https://perma.cc/UXB4-K2EJ]. 
92 Id. 
93 S.B. 375, 79th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Nev. 2017). 
94 NUWU CANNABIS MARKETPLACE, https://www.nuwucannabis.com/ 
[https://perma.cc/TP7Q-743A] (last visited Feb. 1, 2019). 
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Paiute Tribe is generating much-needed revenue to provide services 
to its members.95  
 
d. Takeaways 
 
Ultimately, state-level policies toward legalizing cannabis 
stand to impact tribes, and more specifically, tribal sovereignty, in 
significant ways. Where states continue to classify marijuana as an 
illegal drug, tribes are deterred from participating in the cannabis 
market out of fear that federal prosecutors will become involved. 
Moreover, in states where cannabis is legal, like California, a tribe 
may be asked to cede its sovereignty in exchange for the state-
granted tribal operating licenses that allow the tribe to operate 
cannabis enterprises. Finally, and where the discussion now turns, 
even when tribes enjoy compact relationships with a state, there 
remains intratribal and intertribal debate about what the tribe stands 
to gain ± and lose ± by participating in the marijuana industry.  
 
 Tribal Debates Against and For Cannabis in Indian Country 
 
In 1971, Russell Bryan and Helen Charwood, enrolled 
members of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, purchased a mobile 
home for their family. They lived on the Greater Leech Lake Indian 
Reservation located in Itasca County, Minnesota. The following 
year, the county sent a bill to the Bryans for personal property taxes 
levied on the mobile home for $147.95. The Bryans brought suit 
seeking a declaratory judgment that the state and county lacked 
authority to levy a personal property tax on Indians living on the 
reservation. In 1976, the Supreme Court agreed with the Bryans and 
held that states cannot tax Indians living on reservations or regulate 
their on-reservation activities. The court reasoned that taxing was 
SaUW Rf Whe TULbe¶V VRYeUeLgQ SRZeU aQd WheUefRUe SeUPLVVLbOe 
without Congress expressly declaring otherwise.96 This ruling paved 
 
95 Rob Sabo, NeYada¶s Indian Wribes deal ZiWh Whe bXsiness of selling poW, 
NORTHERN NEVADA BUSINESS, Jan. 7, 2018, 
https://www.nnbusinessview.com/news/nevadas-indian-tribes-deal-with-the-
business-of-selling-pot/ [https://perma.cc/DF2R-7FJG]. 
96 Bryan v. Itasca County, 426 U.S. 373 (1976). The trial court and Minnesota 
Supreme CRXUW UXOed LQ faYRU Rf Whe SWaWe, hROdLQg WhaW PXbOLc LaZ 280¶V gUaQW 
of civil jurisdiction to the State included taxing authority, to include personal 
property. Conversely, the Supreme Court held that Public Law 280 did not, 
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the way for modern tribal gaming establishments to operate without 
being subject to state or federal income taxes on their earnings.97   
 Given the success of reservation casinos and legal gambling, 
tribes have been actively weighing the benefits of operating 
cannabis reservations on tribal lands as well. As of 2015, 84% of 
federally recognized tribes were in states where medical marijuana 
was legal, but most tribes continued to criminalize marijuana 
possession and trafficking in Indian Country.98 Opponents wanted 
to avoid antagonizing the federal government, and cited the statistics 
about the high rates of drug use among American Indians starting 
when they were young. Yet only a year later the National Congress 
of American Indians (NCAI) issued a statement affirming tribal 
sovereignty for cannabis regulation.99 The following section will 
explore the tribal arguments against and for legalizing cannabis in 
Indian Country, and why the majority opinion has shifted in favor 
of legalization over a relatively short period of time. 
 
1. Tribal Arguments Against Legalizing Cannabis in 
Indian Country 
 
 Some tribal members agree that the Green Rush is an 
undeniable opportunity for economic development, but not for 
Native populations. In 2015, the NCAI sent tribal leaders 
information about federal marijuana policy, combined with statistics 
about the high rate of marijuana use among tribal youth and 
PaULMXaQa¶V QegaWLYe LPSacWV RQ PePRU\ aQd PRWRU VNLOOV. FRU 
example, the statement quoted a study that found people who used 
 
absent an express declaration from Congress, grant States the authority to 
impose taxes on reservation Indians. 
97 In 1987, the Supreme Court further clarified that tribes can conduct gaming on 
tribal lands in states where gambling is legal. See California v. Cabazon Band of 
Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987). Congress passed the Indian Gaming 
Regulatory Act a year later, establishing a regulatory framework for gaming on 
tribal lands. 
98 National Congress of American Indians, Marijuana Policy in the U.S..: 
Information for Tribal Leaders (Jan. 20, 2015), available at 
http://www.ncai.org/Marijuana_Policy_in_the_U.S.-
_Information_for_Tribal_Leaders.pdf [https://perma.cc/3LMD-6N8A]. The 
National Congress of American Indians is a nonprofit organization founded in 
1944. 
99 Resolution #PHX-16-002, National Congress of American Indians, Affirming 
Tribal Sovereignty for Cannabis Regulation (adopted over Oct. 9±14, 2016), 
available at http://www.ncai.org/resources/resolutions/affirming-tribal-
sovereignty-for-cannabis-regulation [https://perma.cc/22C5-9BYP]. 
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marijuana heavily from their teens into adulthood experienced an 
average drop in IQ of eight points.100 Taken together, the NCAI was 
sending a message to tribal leaders, cautioning them against the 
potential consequences of legalization on tribal sovereignty and 
WheLU PePbeUV¶ heaOWh aQd ZeOOQeVV. 
 
a. Threat to Sovereignty 
 
 The primary consequence of legalization is the threat to self-
rule by inviting unwanted federal attention. In 2015, the federal 
government expressly forbade Native communities from 
participating in the cannabis market in its Keeping out Illegal Drugs 
(KIDS) Act. The act prohibited any Indian tribe or tribal 
organization from cultivating, manufacturing, or distributing 
marijuana on Indian lands, as well as anyone knowingly or 
intentionally permitting such activities to occur. It also required 
tribes to prosecute persons who had knowledge of marijuana 
activities on Indian lands but failed to report such knowledge, or 
alternatively, to notify federal authorities. Any tribe that violated the 
act would lose federal funding until it complied again.101 Thus, 
tribes who pursued the cannabis market were opening themselves 
up to federal prosecution, as well as to losing the very funding that 
enabled tribal governments to operate semi-autonomously. 
 MRUeRYeU, Whe U.S. AWWRUQe\ GeQeUaO¶V decLVLRQ WR UeVcLQd 
the Cole and Wilkinson memos has added to the current confusion 
among tribes regarding how DOJ enforcement policies apply in 
Indian Country. On the one hand, the Attorney General has been 
vocal about his personal opposition to legalizing marijuana 
anywhere, stating in 2016 WhaW ³Ze Qeed gURZQ-ups in charge in 
Washington to say marijuana is not the kind of thing that ought to 
be OegaOL]ed, LW RXghW QRW WR be PLQLPL]ed, WhaW LW¶V LQ facW a YeU\ UeaO 
daQgeU.´102 On the other hand, the Attorney General has more 
 
100 NaW¶O CRQg. Of APeULcaQ IQdLaQV, Marijuana Policy in the U.S.: Information 
for Tribal Leaders (citing M.H. Meier et al., Persistent cannabis users show 
neuropsychological decline from childhood to midlife, 109 PURc. NaW¶O Acad. ScL 
U.S.A. 2657 (2012)), http://www.ncai.org/Marijuana_Policy_in_the_U.S.-
_Information_for_Tribal_Leaders.pdf [https://perma.cc/75LD-E55A]. 
101 Keeping out Illegal Drugs Act of 2015 or the KIDs Act of 2015, S.1984, 
114th Congress (2015), available at https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-
congress/senate-bill/1984 [https://perma.cc/8W7C-N9XF]. 
102 Christopher Ingraham, TrXmp¶s Pick for AWWorne\ General: ³Good People 
Don¶W Smoke MarijXana´, Wash. Post (Nov. 18, 
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recently reasVXUed OaZPaNeUV WheUe LV QR ³LPPLQeQW cUacNdRZQ´ 
planned against states looking to legalize. However, his assurances 
were directed at states only, and gave no indication that the federal 
policy would look the other way when tribes take steps toward 
legalizing marijuana.103 
 
b. Predatory Outsiders 
 
 The second consequence is that although great potential for 
economic development exists, so too does the potential for predatory 
non-tribal enterprises to use Indian Country for their own gain. Even 
prior to some states legalizing marijuana, non-Indians targeted the 
remote outskirts of tribal lands as cultivation sites because the areas 
were not heavily policed. Growers are often looking for some kind 
of jurisdictional loophole and they want to set up shop near their 
markets to reduce the risk of being caught. The traffickers harm the 
land, using chemicals on the plants, clearing forests, poaching 
animals, and leaving behind trash and human waste. Moreover, 
some traffickers bring guns to their grow sites, introducing 
otherwise-illegal weapons into Indian Country. 104 
 Now tribes face an additional threat from legal marijuana 
ventures that want to cash in by using tribal resources. Tribal lands 
can provide sites for cultivation and host dispensaries, all while 
avoiding state and local taxes. There is a risk that outside investors 
could use tribal partners as a shield against taxes or against 
complying with certain state regulations that do not apply in Indian 
Country. Tribal attorney, Lael Echo-Hawk, warned tribes:  
 
A word of caution - be careful who you work with ± 
the sharks are circling and while they can leave and 
change their name, we are tribal people and members 
of our tribal nations from the beginning of time to the 
end of time and these businesses will remain part of 
our tribal history forever. Make sure that history tells 
 
2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/11/18/trumps-
pick-for-attorney-general-good-people-dont-smoke-
marijuana/?utm_term=.e8b6216098f3 [https://perma.cc/33HW-V3E5]. 
103 Id. 
104 Amy Harris, Marijuana growers find cover on tribal lands, SEATTLE TIMES, 
Aug. 23, 2011, available at https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-
news/marijuana-growers-find-cover-on-tribal-lands/ [https://perma.cc/8MM3-
XPV4].  
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a good story of developing cutting edge industries in 
a good way.105 
 
Tribes and their members will have to choose. They can accept 
outside investments, and risk tribal priorities being subsumed by 
those of non-Indian growers. Conversely, tribes can corner the 
cannabis market in Indian Country, but must then shoulder the 
startup costs alone. Additionally, the tribal governments would also 
need to cover the expenses associated with increased policing to 
protect their own grow sites and keep trespassers from illegally 
cultivating on the outskirts of tribal lands. Ultimately, tribes stand 
to face unique federal penalties that could devastate Indian Country, 
including losing federal funding for their people.    
 
c. History of Substance Abuse 
 
 The third consequence of tribal communities participating in 
the cannabis industry is the primary concern for many: legalizing a 
drug among a population with the highest rates of substance abuse 
and addiction in the country. According to the 2013 National Survey 
on Drug Use and Health, 14.9 percent of American Indians or 
Alaska Natives aged twelve or older had substance dependence or 
abuse issues.106 Furthermore, addiction can start young; a study 
monitoring adolescent Native students over 2009±2012 reported 
that the highest lifetime marijuana use rate for eighth graders was 
56.2 percent, followed by alcohol at 52.8 percent. Over 10 percent 
were already using narcotics.107 Comparatively, 16.4 percent of non-
 
105 Lael Echo-Hawk, Cannabis in Indian Country ± A Year LaWer«, GARVEY 
SCHUBERT BARER CANNABIS BUSINESS BLOG (Jan. 28, 2016), 
https://www.gsblaw.com/, [https://perma.cc/EU9N-A6LX]. 
106 Compare with: 4.6 percent among Asians, 7.4 percent among Blacks, 8.4 
percent among Whites, 8.6 percent among Hispanics, 10.9 percent among 
persons reporting two or more races, and 11.3 percent among Native Hawaiians 
or Other Pacific Islanders. Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Admin., 
SAMHSA American Indian / Alaska Native Data, SAMHSA.GOV (2013), 
https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/topics/tribal_affairs/ai-an-data-
handout.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q9YF-X9UX]. 
107 Narcotics other than heroin. L.R. Stanley et al., Rates of substance use of 
American Indian students in 8th, 10th, and 12th grades living on or near 
reservations: update, 2009±2012, 129 PUB. HEALTH REP. 156 (2014).156 
(2014), available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3904895/ 
[https://perma.cc/ZJR4-GVZL].  
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Native students nationally used marijuana and 14.6 percent reported 
drinking alcohol by the time they were in eighth grade.108 
Moreover, addiction frequently presents co-morbidly with 
mental health issues. Native youth have the highest lifetime 
prevalence of major depressive episodes and are 70 percent more 
likely to be identified in schools as students with an emotional 
disturbance.109 Male Native youth under age twenty-four commit 
suicide at 2.5 times the national rate.110  
But is marijuana really addictive? Despite claims to the 
contrary, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) say 
yes ± about one in ten marijuana users will become addicted.111 If a 
person begins using marijuana prior to age eighteen, the chance the 
person will become addicted becomes one in six.112 While the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse does not characterize marijuana as 
a gateway drug, it does report that early exposure to cannabinoids as 
a youth renders the adolescent vulnerable to abusing other 
substances later in life.113 
 Even if marijuana is not addictive, it does have some harmful 
effects. Short-WeUP XVe caQ LPSaLU a SeUVRQ¶V PRWRU VNLOOV, LQcOXdLQg 
making driving difficult to dangerous. According to the CDC, daily 
PaULMXaQa XVe caQ daPage a SeUVRQ¶V abLOLW\ WR OeaUQ, WR UeWaLQ 
information, and to concentrate. Smoking marijuana presents the 
VaPe ULVNV WR RQe¶V OXQgV aQd caUdLRYaVcXOaU V\VWeP aV cLgaUeWWeV.114 
Additionally, some studies link marijuana use with mental health 
issues, although it is more likely that people use marijuana to self-
medicate underlying anxiety, depression, and other psychological 
disorders.115  
 
108 Id. See Whe DLVcXVVLRQ VecWLRQ fRU a cRPSUeheQVLYe RYeUYLeZ Rf Whe VWXd\¶V 
findings. 
109 Id. 
110 Id. at 1. 
111 Ctrs. for Disease Control (hereafter CDC), Marijuana: How Can It Affect 
Your Health? ± Addiction, U.S. DEP¶T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERVS. (last updated 
Feb. 27, 2018), https://www.cdc.gov/marijuana/health-effects.html 
[https://perma.cc/GF7E-GK66]. 
112 Id. 
113 NaW¶O IQVW. RQ DUXg AbXVe, Is Marijuana A Gateway Drug?, NAT¶L INSTS. OF 
HEALTH (last updated June 2018), https://www.drugabuse.gov/ 
publications/research-reports/marijuana/marijuana-gateway-drug 
[https://perma.cc/HVQ3-WSPC].  
114 CDC, U.S. DeS¶W Rf HeaOWh & HXP. SeUYV., Is MarijXana Safe BecaXse IW¶s 
Legal? (last updated Mar. 7, 2018), https://www.cdc.gov/marijuana/faqs/is-
marijuana-safe-because-its-legal.html [https://perma.cc/TNJ2-VWAZ]. 
115 Marijuana: How Can It Affect Your Health? ± Mental Health, supra note 38. 
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d. Harmful to the Environment 
 
 The fourth consequence of the marijuana industry is the 
potential for harm to the environment. One of the greatest concerns 
is how growing pot impacts water systems.116 Like other types of 
agriculture, cannabis cultivation has the potential to deplete the local 
water supply when growers siphon off water for agricultural use. 
Growers can use up to six gallons per day per plant during the 
summer.117 Moreover, the process also releases sediments that clog 
waterways and end up depleting the habitats of salmon and other 
aquatic wildlife. As a result, commercial and recreational fisheries 
are also at risk.118 Cultivation processes can also introduce toxic 
pesticides into water sources, which could then spread through the 
food chain to include local communities using the supply for 
drinking water. 
 For example, scientists are already observing evidence of 
fRRd Zeb cRQWaPLQaWLRQ aPRQg CaOLfRUQLa¶V WhUeaWeQed RZO 
population.119 Illegal marijuana growing operations using public 
lands rely on anticoagulant rodenticides (AR) in lieu of fences120 to 
protect plants from wild rodents.121 As discussed above, black 
 
116 See Ryan Stoa, Weed and Water Law: Regulating Legal Marijuana, 67 
HASTINGS L.J. 3 (2015), available at 
http://ecollections.law.fiu.edu/faculty_publications/99 [https://perma.cc/F6CK-
KHEF]. 
117 Alastair Bland, California's Pot Farms Could Leave Salmon Runs Truly 
Smoked, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO BLOG (Jan. 13, 2014 at 11:10 a.m.), 
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2014/01/08/260788863/californias-pot-
farms-could-leave-salmon-runs-truly-smoked [https://perma.cc/K2QN-NL3D]. 
118 Id.; Letter from Mark Wheetly, City Manager, to Steven Lazar, Humboldt 
County Planning and Building Department,  Public Comments ± Agencies, 
Districts and Tribes, HUMBOLDTGOV.ORG., 7 (May 9, 2017) 
[https://perma.cc/F5Q6-ZBHL]. 
119 See e.g. M.W. Gabriel et al., Exposure to rodenticides in Northern Spotted 
and Barred Owls on remote forest lands in northwestern California: evidence of 
food web contamination, 13 AVIAN CONSERVATION AND ECOLOGY 2 (2018), 
available at https://doi.org/10.5751/ACE-01134-130102 
[https://perma.cc/BPB3-M4Q9]. This study only infers but does not confirm  
these effects are tied to the illegal production of marijuana. 
120 Jason Mark, Threatened Species Smoked by Pot Growers, EARTH ISLAND 
JOURNAL (June 13, 2013), 
http://www.earthisland.org/journal/index.php/articles/entry/threatened_species_s
moked_by_pot_growers/ [https://perma.cc/3R9K-BA6C]. 
121 Alan B. Franklin et al., Grass is not always greener: rodenticide exposure of 
a threatened species near marijuana growing operations, 11 BMC RESEARCH 
NOTES 94 (Feb. 2, 2018), available at 
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market growers often target reservation lands because they lack 
people and policing. Owls are poisoned when they eat the rodents, 
their main food source. In 2018, the Hoopa Valley Tribe in 
partnership with the Integral Ecology Research Center (IREC) 
PRQLWRUed Whe UeVeUYaWLRQ¶V RZO SRSXOaWLRQ fRU e[SRVXUe WR ARV; 
100 percent of the wildlife sampled tested positive.122 Additionally, 
growers are converting land once used for timber production into 
cultivation sites, and in doing so, eradicating owl habitats.123 
Moreover, because federal law still prohibits cultivating 
marijuana, there are no regulations for the use of pesticides on 
marijuana plants as agricultural crops.124 (However, many states that 
have legalized the cultivation of marijuana have provided growers 
ZLWh OLVWV Rf SeVWLcLdeV WhaW PeeW Whe VWaWe¶V VafeW\ VWaQdaUdV).125 
Accordingly, even legal marijuana growing sites stand to have a 
negative environmental impact on Indian Country. Although tribal 
hunting and fishing rights are protected by treaty, these rights are 
PeaQLQgOeVV Lf Whe UeVeUYaWLRQV¶ ZLOdOLfe SRSXOaWLRQV aUe e[haXVWed, 
their forests cleared, and their water supply contaminated.  
 Finally, the Green Rush may not be so green after all. Some 
eQYLURQPeQWaOLVWV haYe VWaUWed caOOLQg PaULMXaQa SacNagLQg ³Whe 
QeZ ZaWeU bRWWOe.´ A caQQabLV SURdXcW WhaW cRPSOLeV ZLWh ORcaO 
packaging and labeling requirements requires a cardboard box large 
enough to print the required warnings and ingredients. Inside of that 
box is generally a child-proof plastic container holding the product, 
with its own lid and paper seal. Many producers protest laws that 
would require them to make the packaging recyclable because the 
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29391058 [https://perma.cc/AP65-
HJK8]. 
122 Allie Hostler, The Hidden ImpacWs of Whe PoW IndXsWr\¶s Green RXsh, LENS 
MAGAZINE (Nov. 8, 2018,), https://lensmagazine.org/marijuana-impacts-in-the-
trinity-watershed-e730bbd34d88 [https://perma.cc/N6TM-X4U5]. 
123 M.W. Gabriel, supra note 119. 
124 E.g. Dave Stone, Cannabis, pesticides and conflicting laws: the dilemma for 
legalized states and implications for public health, 69 Regulatory Toxicology 
and Pharmacology 284 (2014), available at 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24859075 [https://perma.cc/EU8S-
ZS8A], e.g. WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WSDA BULL. 
NO 19-01, UPDATED LIST OF PESTICIDES ALLOWED FOR USE IN MARIJUANA 
PRODUCTS (2019).  
125 E.g. Washington State Department of Agriculture, Pesticide and Fertilizer 
Use for the Production of Marijuana in Washington, available at 
https://agr.wa.gov/departments/marijuana/pesticide-use [https://perma.cc/K8Z5-
T65Z]. 
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cost would undermine their profits.126 Moreover, some items are 
VLPSO\ QRW Uec\cOabOe LQ WheLU cXUUeQW fRUP. FRU e[aPSOe, ³dRRb 
WXbeV,´ SOaVWLc WXbeV XVed ZLWh SUe-rolled joints, cannot be recycled 
because they fall through the grates of recycling machines.127  The 
result is garbage ± and a lot of it.  
 
2. TULbeV¶ AUgXPeQWV LQ FaYRU Rf LegaOL]LQg CaQQabLV LQ 
Indian Country 
 
 IQ 2016, Whe NCAI LVVXed a UeVROXWLRQ eQWLWOed ³AffLUPLQg 
TULbaO SRYeUeLgQW\ fRU CaQQabLV RegXOaWLRQ.´ IQ LW, WULbeV SURWeVWed 
Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW¶V dLVcULPLQaWRU\ OegLVOaWLRQ aQd SROLcLeV 
toward tribes operating within state law and federal guidance, 
LQVLVWLQg WhaW CRQgUeVV WUeaW VWaWeV aQd WULbeV ³ZLWh SaULW\´ fRU Whe 
purposes of cannabis regulation. The federal government also made 
the argument that tribes self-regulating marijuana in Indian Country 
was the true realization of federal policies promoting tribal self-
determination and self-governance.128 What changed over a year 
that made the NCAI so dramatically clarify its policy in favor of 
cannabis in Indian Country? As their statement suggests, tribal 
leaders have started to see the benefits of participating in the 
cannabis industry. 
 
a. Enhanced Sovereignty and Increasing Tax 
Revenue 
 
The first benefit of legalizing cannabis on tribal land is the 
exercise of tribal sovereignty through taxation. As such, tribes may 
impose their own taxes on both members and non-members who 
make purchases on the reservation.129 Similar to gaming, tribes can 
 
126 Daniel Shortt, The EnYironmenWal ImpacW of WashingWon¶s MarijXana 
Packaging, CANNA LAW BLOG (Sep. 15, 2018), 
https://www.cannalawblog.com/the-environmental-impact-of-washingtons-
marijuana-packaging/ [https://perma.cc/QN2R-VVRR]. 
127 Kristen Millares Young, Garbage from WashingWon sWaWe¶s booming poW 
industry clogs gutters, sewers and landfills, WASH. POST, Aug. 14, 2018, 
available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/garbage-from-booming-
weed-industry-overruns-washington-gutters-sewers-and-
landfills/2018/08/14/66f02384-9685-11e8-a679-b09212fb69c2_story.html 
[https://perma.cc/5PS4-DNG7]. 
128 Affirming Tribal Sovereignty for Cannabis Regulation, supra note 99. 
129 Kerr-McGee Corp. v. Navajo Tribe, 471 U.S. 195 (1985). The Supreme 
Court held that the Navajo may impose its mining tax on a non-Native mining 
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apply the revenue from tribal-owned cannabis businesses to 
PaLQWaLQLQg Whe UeVeUYaWLRQ aQd SURYLdLQg fRU WULbaO PePbeUV¶ 
needs. As of 2012, 22 percent of American Indians and Alaska 
Natives live on reservations.130 One in four Native persons lives in 
poverty,131 with on-reservation poverty rates usually around three 
times the national average.132 
One of the greatest expressions of poverty is the housing 
crisis on reservations. In 2008, Congress amended the Native 
American Housing Assistance and Self-Determination Act 
(NAHASDA) of 1996 ³WR eVWabOLVh a SURgUaP fRU VeOf-determined 
housing activities for the tribal communities to provide Indian tribes 
ZLWh Whe fOe[LbLOLW\ WR XVe«LQ PaQQeUV WhaW aUe ZhROO\ VeOf-
deWeUPLQed b\ Whe IQdLaQ WULbe«.´133 However, despite federal 
funding, there is not enough housing available for the on-reservation 
population.134  
To put it plainly, between 42,000 and 85,000 people in tribal 
areas stay with friends or relatives because they do not have a home. 
OQ Whe UeVeUYaWLRQ WhLV LV cRQVLdeUed ³cRXch VXUfLQg,´ bXW anywhere 
else these persons would be accurately characterized as homeless.135 
For example, the Northern Arapaho Tribe on Wyoming's Wind 
River Indian Reservation has 11,000 members, but only 230 homes 
 
business operating on the reservation without the Secretary of Interior's approval 
because taxing is an inherent sovereign power. 
130 OffLce Rf MLQRULW\ HeaOWh, U.S. DeS¶W Rf HeaOWh aQd HXP. SeUYV., Profile: 
American Indian / Alaska Native,  
https://minorityhealth.hhs.gov/omh/browse.aspx?lvl=3&lvlid=62 
[https://perma.cc/2YH7-UYNK]. 
131 Jens Manuel Krogstad, One-in-four Native Americans and Alaska Natives are 
living in poverty, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Jan. 13, 2004), 
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/06/13/1-in-4-native-americans-and-
alaska-natives-are-living-in-poverty [https://perma.cc/3E4N-SYV9]. 
132 Id. 
133 Native American Housing Assistance and Self-Determination Act of 1996, 
H.R. 3219, 104th Cong., § 231 (2nd Sess. 1996), available at 
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/DOC_8141.PDF [https://perma.cc/THE6-
TB9Y]. 
134 Robert Johnson, Here's What Life Is Like On The Notorious Wind River 
Indian Reservation, BUSINESS INSIDER, Feb. 15, 2013, 
https://www.businessinsider.com/wind-river-indian-reservation-in-wyoming-
2013-2 [https://perma.cc/U2CP-L8AZ]. 
135 Diane K. Levy et al., Housing Needs of American Indians and Alaska Natives 
in Tribal Areas: A Report From the Assessment of American Indian, Alaska 
Native, and Native Hawaiian Housing Needs Executive Summary, U.S. DeS¶W Rf 
HRXVLQg & UUbaQ DeYeORS¶W, 6 (JaQ. 2017) available at 
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/sites/default/files/ pdf/NAHSG-UrbanStudy.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/XV2D-6FEC]. 
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on the reservation. An astonishing fifty-five percent of the tribe is 
homeless.136 Entering the cannabis market is one way tribes might 
be able to generate their own funds, independent of federal 
allocations, to confront the homelessness on reservations by 
exercising their sovereign powers to legalize and then tax tribal 
cannabis production and sales. 
 
b. Creating Jobs 
 
A second benefit of tribes entering the cannabis market is the 
potential to encourage entrepreneurship and ameliorate joblessness. 
The American Indian and Alaska Native population make up only 
1% of Whe cRXQWU\¶V OabRU fRUce, ZLWh Whe ORZeVW SaUWLcLSaWLRQ UaWe Rf 
any ethnicity at 60.3%.137 While the average 2018 national 
unemployment rate hovered just below 4% by the end of 2018, the 
APeULcaQ IQdLaQ aQd AOaVNa NaWLYe SRSXOaWLRQ¶V aYeUaged 7.8%, 
nearly double.138 NLQe Rf Whe cRXQWU\¶V WZeQW\-seven counties with 
a majority American Indian or Alaskan Native population average 
unemployment rates of 10% or higher.139 Significantly, Native 
individuals are not any less willing to work than the average 
American; rather, there are not enough jobs available on the 
reservation.140 
 
136 Melodie Edwards, With Little Housing Growth, Native American Families 
Live In Close Quarters, NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO, Nov. 16, 2016, 
https://www.npr.org/2016/11/16/502333761/with-little-housing-growth-native-
american-families-live-in-close-quarters [https://perma.cc/7JW7-K6CG]. 
137 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor force characteristics by race and ethnicity, 
2017, BLS REPORTS, Aug. 2018, available at 
https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2017/home.htm 
[https://perma.cc/T5AN-R65C]. 
138 Bureau of Labor Statistics, The Employment Situation ± December 2018, 
BLS, Dec. 2018, available at https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/BPZ7-3FGK]; Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor market trends 
for American Indians and Alaska Natives, 2000-17, BLS, Nov. 8, 2018, 
available at https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2018/labor-market-trends-for-
american-indians-and-alaska-natives-2000-17.htm [https://perma.cc/XNP3-
N96E]. 
139 Shelly Hagan, Where U.S. Unemployment Is Still Sky-High: Indian 
Reservations, BLOOMBERG, Apr. 5, 2018, available at 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-05/where-u-s-
unemployment-is-still-sky-high-indian-reservations [https://perma.cc/EL65-
3Y6V]. 
140 Indeed, the Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development 
noted in 2008 that since 1990 tribes have actively supported private 
eQWUeSUeQeXUVhLS b\ ³LQYeVWLQg LQ WheLU RZQ caSacLWLeV WR gRYeUQ aQd WheUeb\ 
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In addition to addressing joblessness, the Green Rush141 
offers a unique economic opportunity for tribal entrepreneurs. First, 
their Indian status means they are not subject to the profit-slashing 
state and local taxes non-Native cannabis businesses must pay. 
Accordingly, nascent Indian-owned cannabis ventures can find their 
footing more quickly, while attracting off-reservation investors. 
Second, it allows Indians living on the reservation to make use of 
their land; industrial hemp is one of the most viable crops on some 
reservation lands.142 Third, Native-owned and operated businesses 
will diversify the already predominately white cannabis industry.143 
In a 2015 conference where representatives from seventy-five tribes 
met to discuss the prospect of participating in the cannabis market, 
Tulalip Vice Chairman Les Parks remarked the economic 
deYeORSPeQW SRVVLbLOLWLeV cRXOd heOS WULbeV accRPSOLVh ³a dUeaP Rf 
another point of self-VXffLcLeQc\ RQ RXU UeVeUYaWLRQV.´144 
Given the current number of marijuana initiatives across the 
country, the trend of legalization is likely to grow regardless of the 
current federal government position. The longer federal and state 
gRYeUQPeQWV fUXVWUaWe WULbaO PePbeUV¶ effRUWV WR eQWeU Whe OegaO 
cannabis market, the more disadvantaged they will be when 
eligibility finally occurs.  
 
c. Tribal Healthcare 
 
The third benefit of bringing legal cannabis into Indian 
Country is its potential positive impact on tribal health and well-
being.145 Native culture is rooted in natural, plant-based medicine 
 
improving local accountability and encouraging tribal and non-tribal 
LQYeVWPeQWV LQ hXPaQ aQd RWheU caSLWaO.´ Supra at note 138. 
141 The Green Rush is a term used to describe the burgeoning marijuana 
industry. 
142 United States v. White Plume, 447 F.3d 1067, 1076 (8th Cir. 2006). 
143 As of 2017, 81 percent of cannabis executives were White. Liz Posner, The 
Green Rush is Too White, PACIFIC STANDARD, Dec.10, 2018, available at 
https://psmag.com/economics/the-green-rush-is-too-white-hood-incubator-race-
weed [https://perma.cc/4V5J-ZHGB]. 
144 Gene Johnson, Indian tribes converge in Washington state to discuss 
marijuana legalization, THE CANNABIST, Feb. 27, 2015, 
https://www.thecannabist.co/2015/02/27/indian-tribes-marijuana-legalization-
washington-state/30622/ [https://perma.cc/3VWG-GJKR]. 
145 James Ellis, Legal Weed Could Be a Godsend For American Indian Tribes, 
NEWSWEEK, April 23, 2018, available at https://www.newsweek.com/legal-
cannabis-could-be-godsend-american-indian-tribes-895240 
[https://perma.cc/K7KL-EN4H]. 
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and many tribal members want access to marijuana and cannabis 
products as an alternative to expensive pharmaceuticals that often 
come with severe side effects.146 While Congress has provided an 
exemption for the Native American Church to use, possess, and 
transport peyote for ceremonial purposes, no similar exemption 
exists for cannabis.147 Nevertheless, many tribes are exploring how 
to use medical marijuana to improve the quality of life for tribal 
members with chronic pain caused by cancer and other serious 
conditions.148  
In doing so, the tribe relieves its reliance on the perpetually 
under resourced Indian Health Services (IHS), the federal agency 
charged with administering health care to tribes. As Rf 2015, IHS¶V 
per capita healthcare expenditure was $3,688, as compared with the 
$9,523 per capita expenditures for the overall U.S. population.149 In 
addition to a lack of funding, the IHS also has a shortage of medical 
care professionals. As a result, tribal members are denied care for 
even the most critical illnesses.150 Alternatively, THC-based 
medicines can be used to treat nausea in cancer patients, to stimulate 
appetite in persons suffering from AIDS, and to reduce seizures in 
children with epilepsy, among other things.151 Tribes may be able to 
PRUe LPPedLaWeO\ aQd effecWLYeO\ WeQd WR PePbeUV¶ heaOWh b\ 
providing medical marijuana for pain management purposes.152  
 
146 Alysa Landry, Proceed With Caution: A Warning to Tribes Wanting to Grow 
Medical Marijuana, 
INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY MEDIA NETWORK (Feb. 16, 2015), 
https://newsmaven.io/indiancountrytoday/archive/ 
proceed-with-caution-a-warning-to-tribes-wanting-to-grow-medical-marijuana-
QLg8IzPQN0K2hERYGoU03w [https://perma.cc/RJP5-YWUH]. 
147 42 U.S.C. § 1996(a)(b)(1) (2012). 
148 Walker Orenstein, Puyallup Tribe pursuing medical marijuana grow after 
signing deal with state, THE NEWS TRIBUNE, Aug. 3, 2016, available at 
https://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/marijuana/article93623607.html 
[https://perma.cc/6KJS-RGLM]. 
149 Cathleen E. Willging et al., Challenges on the Horizon for Native American 
Sovereignty and Health Care, SCHOLARS STRATEGY NETWORK (Apr. 30, 2018), 
https://scholars.org/brief/challenges-horizon-native-american-sovereignty-and-
health-care [https://perma.cc/X3S2-3L3V]. 
150 Id.  
151 NaW¶O IQVW. RQ DUXg AbXVe, Is marijuana safe and effective as medicine?, 
NAT¶L INSTS. OF HEALTH (last updated June 2018), 
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/marijuana-
safe-effective-medicine [https://perma.cc/A3CB-R2WC]. 
152 A WULbe¶V abLOLW\ WR SURYLde LQ Whe abVeQce Rf fedeUaO fXQdLQg ZaV XQdeUVcRUed 
by the 2018-2019 governmeQW VhXWdRZQ, ZheUe WULbeV¶ cOLQLcV cORVed aQd OefW 
members stranded without access to health care. Mitch Smith & Julie Turkewitz, 
Shutdown Leaves Food, Medicine and Pay in Doubt in Indian Country, N.Y. 
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Proponents for bringing marijuana to a population that 
already has high rates of substance abuse issues argue that the drug 
can be differentiated from alcohol and other, more addictive 
drugs.153 It is virtually impossible to overdose on cannabis because 
it has such a high estimated lethal dose: a person would have to 
smoke 1,500 pounds of marijuana in fifteen minutes in order to 
reach a lethal overdose.154 Moreover, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has classified synthetic derivatives of 
caQQabLV¶ SV\chRacWLYe caQQabLQRLd, THC, aV a SchedXOe III dUXg.155 
Side effects for most people using cannabis or cannabis-based 
substances are minimal and short-lived, and there is even some 
evidence that long-term use of cannabinoids can strengthen immune 
function.156  
 
d. Positive Impact on the Environment 
 
Finally, the fourth benefit of legalization might be a positive 
impact on the environment. Legalizing marijuana, some argue, 
would move illegal production from public lands and the outskirts 
of reservations to private properties. In doing so, the overall impact 
on wildlife and the ecosystem would be reduced. Additionally, 
growers would consume less energy because they could rely on 
sunlight instead of indoor lighting. Furthermore, hemp may provide 
alternatives to chemical-intensive crops like cotton and imported 
fossil fuels.157 In other words, tribes may be able to better mitigate 
the environmental effects of cultivating cannabis by legalizing it and 
then heavily regulating its growth and production.  
 
 
 
TIMES, Jan. 1, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/01/us/native-american-
government-shutdown.html [https://perma.cc/C89T-UEQC]. 
153 The rate of illegal drug use in the last month among American Indians and 
Alaska Natives ages 12 and up in 2014 was 14.9%, compared with the national 
average of 10.2%. Racial and Ethnic Minority Populations, Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration, U.S. DEPT. OF HEALTH & HUMAN 
SERVICES (last updated Aug. 16, 2018), https://www.samhsa.gov/ 
[https://perma.cc/C9NW-JZYY]. 
154 PATRICIA C. FRYE, MD, THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA GUIDE: CANNABIS AND 
YOUR HEALTH 103 (2018). 
155 Id. 
156 Id. 
157 Susan David Dwyer, The Hemp Controversy: Can Industrial Hemp Save 
Kentucky, 86 KY. L. J. 1143, 1151 (1998).  
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A Case SWXd\ of WashingWon SWaWe Tribes¶ Polic\making AboXW 
Cannabis Enterprises 
 
AfWeU Whe QeZV bURNe LQ JaQXaU\ 2018 abRXW Whe DOJ¶V decLVLRQ 
to rescind the Cole Memo, Washington Governor Jay Inslee 
e[SUeVVed hLV cRPPLWPeQW WR PaLQWaLQLQg Whe VWaWe¶V OegaO caQQabLV 
market: 
 
In Washington state we have put in place a system 
that adheres to what we pledged to the people of 
WaVhLQgWRQ aQd Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW; LW¶V ZeOO 
regulated, keeps criminal elements out, keeps pot out 
of the hands of kids and tracks it all carefully enough 
to clamp down on cross-border leakage. We are 
going to keep doing that and overseeing the well-
regulated market that Washington voters approved. 
«[W]e ZLOO YLgRURXVO\ defeQd RXU VWaWe¶V OaZV 
against undue federal infringement.158 
 
RecaOOLQg Whe eaUOLeU dLVcXVVLRQ abRXW hRZ a VWaWe¶V SROLc\ WRZaUd 
marijuana can help or hinder tribal efforts to break into the cannabis 
PaUNeW, GRYeUQRU IQVOee¶V LQWeQW WRZaUd WULbaO caQQabLV LV XQcOeaU. 
Is he vowing to defend state law, which does not apply to tribal 
OaQdV, RU WR PRUe bURadO\ defeQd Whe VWaWe¶V caQQabLs market, to 
LQcOXde SaUWLcLSaWLQg WULbeV? The VWaWe gRYeUQPeQW¶V acWLRQV VXggeVW 
the latter; Washington state law currently still provides for 
marijuana agreements between the governor and federally-
recognized Indian tribes.159 
Against this policy backdrop, Washington SWaWe¶V WULbeV 
provide helpful case studies for understanding tribal debate over 
legalizing cannabis for three reasons. First, Washington was the first 
state to develop a compacting system enabling tribes to participate 
 
158 Wa. Gov. Jay Inslee, Statement from Inslee regarding reports that 
USJOJUSDOJ will rescind Cole Memo, THE STATE OF WASHINGTON (January 
4, 2018), https://www.governor.wa.gov/news-media/statement-inslee-regarding-
reports-usdoj-will-rescind-cole-memo [https://perma.cc/2A5M-VNNX]. 
159 RCW §43.06.490 (2015). Additionally, in 2019 Governor Inslee announced 
the formation of the Marijuana Justice Initiative to pardon people with a single 
misdemeanor conviction on their criminal record for adult marijuana possession 
prosecuted under Washington state law. See Marijuana Justice Initiative, 
GOVERNOR.WA.GOV (2019). 
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in the legal marijuana PaUNeW. The SWaWe¶V cRPSacW ZLWh Whe 
Suquamish Tribe served as a model for its subsequent compacts with 
five more tribes as of 2018.160 SecRQd, deVSLWe WaVhLQgWRQ¶V 
decision to legalize cannabis on the state level, some tribes, like the 
Yakama Nation, are opting to ban the substance on their lands. 
Third, whether tribes choose to legalize or criminalize cannabis, part 
of their decision is informed by the desire to express and retain their 
sovereignty vis-à-vis both the state and federal governments.  
 
1. The Suquamish Tribe Legalizes Cannabis  
 
a. Why the Tribe Legalized 
 
 IQ NRYePbeU 2012, IQLWLaWLYe 502 (³I-502´) SaVVed LQ 
Washington State, where residents voted to decriminalize adult 
marijuana use and the state government agreed to bring marijuana 
under the control of its Liquor and Cannabis Board (LCB).161 I-
502¶V VXcceVV gaYe VRPe Rf Whe SXTXaPLVh PePbeUV aQ Ldea: ZhaW 
if the Tribe also legalized recreational marijuana and deflected 
federal scrutiny by forming an alliance with the state? Rion 
Ramirez, general cRXQVeO fRU Whe TULbe¶V PRUW MadLVRQ EQWeUSULVeV, 
began researching how the tribe might break into the market. 
Ultimately, there were three main reasons the tribe decided to 
legalize cannabis on its lands. 
First, the Tribe could delineate its sovereignty around 
cannabis before the State or other cannabis ventures did it for the 
Tribe. Ramirez outlined for Suquamish leaders how to operate their 
own marijuana business largely by their own rules: by forming a 
compact with the State. 162 In 2014, the tribe initiated discussions 
with the State, submitting a proposal outlining how the tribe could 
 
160 IQ addLWLRQ WR Whe SXTXaPLVh TULbe, Whe MXcNOeVhRRW, PRUW GaPbOe S¶KOaOOaP, 
Puyallup, Squaxin Island, and Tulalip Tribes operate cannabis businesses in 
Washington State. 
161 Wa. Initiative Measure No. 502, Filed July 8, 2011, Passed November 2012, 
available at https://sos.wa.gov/_assets/elections/initiatives/i502.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/AD8T-3VHV]. 
162 Tobias Coughlin-Bogue, WashingWon SWaWe¶s Second NaWiYe American-
Owned Pot Shop Is a Big Win for Tribal Sovereignty, THE STRANGER, Dec. 8, 
2015, available at 
https://www.thestranger.com/blogs/slog/2015/12/08/23245665/washington-
states-second-native-american-owned-pot-shop-is-a-big-win-for-tribal-
sovereignty [https://perma.cc/AF5H-DDNM]. 
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UegXOaWe PaULMXaQa VaOeV LQ WaQdeP ZLWh Whe LCB¶V UegXOaWRU\ 
system.  
Second, the Tribe perceived enormous economic 
opportunity in legal cannabis.  Chairman Leonard Forsman, another 
driving force behind the Tribe legalizing cannabis, issued a 
VWaWePeQW e[SOaLQLQg, ³[Whe TULbe] haV a UeVSRQVLbLOLW\ WR e[SORUe 
business opportunities that may help raise funds for its people and 
gRYeUQPeQW´ aQd LW ZaV ³YLWaO WR aSSURach Whe LLTuor Control Board 
aV SaUW Rf WhaW SURceVV.´163 After Washington and the Suquamish 
TULbe VLgQed Whe cRPSacW, FRUVPaQ UeLWeUaWed Whe TULbe¶V ecRQRPLc 
deYeORSPeQW SULRULW\: ³WLWh Whe SaVVage Rf I-502, we knew we 
needed to adapt to the changing environment surrounding our 
reservation and saw an opportunity to diversify our business 
RSeUaWLRQV.´164 
 Third, the Tribe saw how legalization might contribute to its 
PePbeUV¶ heaOWh aQd VafeW\. OQ Whe RQe haQd, bRWh FRUVPaQ165 and 
Ramirez166 have stated that if Washington had not legalized 
marijuana, the Tribe probably would not have either. Moreover, 
Suquamish Tribal Council member Robin Sigo, former director of 
Whe TULbe¶V WeOOQeVV CeQWeU, VaLd, ³BecaXVe LW¶V OegaO, adXOWV 21 aQd 
older get WR PaNe WhaW chRLce. BXW WhaW dReVQ¶W PeaQ Ze eQdRUVe 
LW.´167 On the other hand, Sigo, along with Suquamish Police Chief 
Mike Lasnier agreed that bringing marijuana use into the open 
would teach Native youth to make educated choices.168  
Tribal law enforcement officials also supported the compact 
because they wanted to avoid jurisdictional conflicts on the 3,581 
 
163 Jordan Schrader, Marijuana raises issue of tribal authority, THE NEWS 
TRIBUNE, Apr. 6, 2014, available at https://www. 
thenewstribune.com/news/politics-government/article25867264.html 
[https://perma.cc/2AQ8-55RN].  
164 Bob Young, Deal to let Suquamish Tribe open Kitsap Country pot store, THE 
SEATTLE TIMES, Sept. 14, 2015, updated Apr. 25, 2016, available at 
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/marijuana/deal-to-let-suquamish-
tribe-open-kitsap-county-pot-store/ [https://perma.cc/MCM4-RA6K]. 
165 Richard Walker, CompacW µdoesn¶W mean Ze endorse marijXana Xse¶, KITSAP 
DAILY NEWS, Sept. 15, 2015, available at 
https://www.kitsapdailynews.com/news/compact-doesnt-mean-we-endorse-
marijuana-use/ [https://perma.cc/ZAE4-8WGQ]. 
166 Coughlin-Bogue, supra note 162. 
167 Walker, supra note 165. 
168 Id. LaVQLeU UePaUNed, ³The facW LV, SeRSOe haYe fUeedRP aQd SaUW Rf WhaW LV Whe 
freedom to make choices. We can teach our young people to make good choices 
in their lives, teach them good values and balance that against the freedom to 
PaNe chRLceV.´ 
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acres owned by non-Indians on Port Madison Indian Reservation. 
The Tribe does not have jurisdiction over this land.169 Accordingly, 
Lasnier explained, if the Tribe had not legalized after the State did, 
³WhaW ZRXOd haYe cUeaWed VRPe headacheV. «[EQfRUcePeQW] ZRXOd 
have been quite complex and complicated. We actually supported 
Whe cRXQcLO LQ PaNLQg Whe chaQge VR WheUe ZRXOdQ¶W be WhaW disparity. 
We ² all of law enforcement ² have bigger issues to deal with, 
OLNe PeWh aQd heURLQ.´170 
 
b. The Compact 
 
 On September 15, 2015, the State of Washington and the 
SXTXaPLVh TULbe VLgQed Whe QaWLRQ¶V fLUVW VWaWe-tribal marijuana 
compact.171 The agreemeQW UefOecWed Whe VWaWe¶V UecRgQLWLRQ Rf Whe 
tribe as a sovereign nation, with whom the LCB would partner with 
rather than license.172 The cRPSacW deVcULbeV Whe SXTXaPLVh TULbe¶V 
motivation for entering into the compact: 
 
After serious deliberation, the Tribe, as a sovereign 
nation, has also determined that present day 
circumstances make a complete ban of marijuana 
within Indian Country ineffective and unrealistic and 
has decriminalized its sale and possession in certain 
circumstances. At the same time, consistent with the 
federal priorities, the need still exists for strict 
regulation and control over the production, 
possession, delivery, distribution, sale, and use of 
marijuana in Indian Country.173 
 
This language suggests that the tribe is accepting the realities of 
marijuana use without necessarily endorsing it. Instead, the tribe is 
 
169 Except in cases of violence against women on Tribal land. 
170 Id. 
171 Compact, supra note 89. 
172 Press Release, Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board, Liquor and 
Cannabis Board and Suquamish Tribe sign marijuana compact (2015), 
available at  https://lcb.wa.gov/pressreleases/lcb-and-suquamish-tribe-sign-mj-
compact [https://perma.cc/M3CJ-EKEU]. The compact was entered after the 
state passed House Bill 2000, giving the governor the authority to enter into 
agreements with federally recognized Indian tribes in Washington State 
concerning marijuana. H.B. 2000, 64th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wa. 2015). 
173 Compact, supra note 89, at 2. 
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interested in the economic opportunities marijuana presents, while 
recognizing the federal policy outlined in the Cole and Wilkinson 
memos. In entering the compact, the tribe is asserting its power to 
regulate marijuana on its land with ± not under ± the state. 
MRUeRYeU, LQ Whe cRPSacW¶V LQWURdXcWRU\ UePaUNV, Whe VWaWe 
acNQRZOedgeV Whe SXTXaPLVh¶V VRYeUeLgQW\. The SWaWe e[SOaLQV LWV 
partnership with the SuquaPLVh: ³The SWaWe aQd Whe TULbe haYe 
recognized the need for cooperation and collaboration with regard 
WR PaULMXaQa LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\.´174 Both parties state that their 
shared objectives in entering the compact are to 1) enhance public 
health and safety, 2) ensure a robustly regulated marijuana market, 
3) encourage economic development in Indian Country, and 4) 
create broader economic benefits for both the tribe and the state.175 
FXUWheUPRUe, Whe VWaWe aQd WULbe agUeed WR ³VXSSRUW Whe CRPSacW aQd 
defend each of their authority to enter into and implement this 
CRPSacW,´ a SURYLVLRQ OLNeO\ dLUecWed aW Whe fedeUaO gRYeUQPeQW.176 
However, the tribe expressly retained its sovereign immunity, 
barring the state from bringing any action against it. 
However, the tribal self-determination is somewhat 
WePSeUed LQ Whe cRPSacW¶V fLQe SULQW. The WULbe Pa\ RQO\ bX\ RXWVLde 
products approved by the state. It must notify the state at least thirty 
days177 before opening a new retailer and ninety days before starting 
a new tribal processing operation. Only the tribe as an entity or tribal 
enterprises may produce or process marijuana in Indian Country; 
tribal member businesses are prohibited from doing so.178 In terms 
of taxes, the state will not impose a tax on tribal marijuana 
enterprises. However, the compact requires that the tribal tax on all 
PaULMXaQa VaOeV LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\ eTXaO aW OeaVW 100% Rf Whe VWaWe¶V 
rate when the product is made outside of Indian Country and sold to 
a non-Indian purchaser.179 In a curiously-worded provision, the tribe 
agrees ³[Z]hLOe QRW UeTXLUed XQdeU SWaWe OaZ,«WR XVe Whe SURceedV 
Rf Whe TULbaO Ta[ fRU EVVeQWLaO GRYeUQPeQW SeUYLceV.´180   
 
174 Id. 
175 Id. at 3. 
176 Id. at 11. 
177 Id. at 5. 
178 Id. at 6. 
179 Id. aW 7. The SXSUePe CRXUW heOd LQ 1982 WhaW aQ IQdLaQ WULbe¶V VRYeUeign 
powers include the authority to tax non-Indians conducting business on tribal 
lands. Merrion v. Jicarilla Apache Tribe, 455 U.S. 130 (1982). 
180 Id. aW 8. OQ Sage 3 Rf Whe cRPSacW, ³eVVeQWLaO gRYeUQPeQW VeUYLceV´ LV defLQed 
as services provided by the tribe, including administrative, social, transportation, 
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Consequently, although the compact refers to the tribe as a 
sovereign nation, most of the provisions are not bilateral; the state 
does not have to notify the tribe of new marijuana businesses nor 
does it pledge to spend its taxes a certain way. Perhaps this kind of 
compact model is the reality for tribes that want to legalize 
marijuana without provoking competitiveness in a state. But as the 
Suquamish compact and subsequent compacts suggest, tribes that 
opt into the existing state regulatory system may find there are some 
strings attached. 
 
c. The Results 
 
 TRda\, Whe SXTXaPLVh TULbaO CRde (³Whe CRde´) e[SUeVVO\ 
permits marijuana possession by persons aged twenty-one or older 
as long as the amount does not exceed Washington SWaWe¶V legal 
limit.181 The Code also allows persons who hold medical marijuana 
cards to possess plants, in addition to products and concentrates.182 
However, no individual tribal members may plant, grow, produce, 
cultivate, or process marijuana in any form within the boundaries of 
Whe WULbe¶V OaQd. ThLV SURYLVLRQ, hRZeYeU, dReV QRW aSSO\ WR 
commercial marijuana activity.183  
 ChaSWeU 11.10 Rf Whe CRde gRYeUQV Whe WULbe¶V cRPPeUcLaO 
marijuana activities. In it, the tribe delegates sole authority to the 
SXTXaPLVh EYeUgUeeQ CRUSRUaWLRQ (SEC) WR ³ORcaWe, PaQage, aQd 
operate all commercial marijuana activity on behalf of the 
TULbe«VXbMecW WR RYeUVLghW b\ Whe TULbaO CRXQcLO.´184 The SEC is 
also empowered to negotiate compacts with the State.185 
Additionally, the Tribal Council authorizes the SEC to develop 
policies and procedures governing matters related to the production 
and processing of marijuana procedures.186 There are parallels 
beWZeeQ Whe CRde¶V SURcedXUe aQd WhaW Rf U.S. CRQgUeVVLRQaO 
 
utility, community, and economic development services. The tribe may apply its 
on tax in addition to the state rate and gets to keep every penny. 
181 Suquamish Tribe, 7.26.4(a) Controlled Substances: Marijuana Possession and 
Use, Suquamish Tribal Code (May 15, 2018), available at 
https://suquamish.nsn.us/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Chapter-7.26.pdf 
[https://perma.cc/2WEL-AYTH]. 
182 Id. at 7.26.4(b).  
183 Id. at 7.25.5 (a), (d). 
184 Id. The SEC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Port Madison Enterprises, an 
agency of the Suquamish Tribe. 
185 Id. at 11.10.4. 
186 Id. at 11.10.7(h). 
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delegating authority to administrative agencies. However, one of the 
results of the tribe entering the cannabis PaUNeW LV Whe WULbe¶V XQLTXe 
UegXOaWRU\ aSSaUaWXV WaLORUed WR LWV cRPPXQLW\¶V SUecLVe QeedV. 
Consequently, while the state-tribe compact asks the tribe to 
conform to state law in many instances, the Suquamish are making 
their own law on the reservation in ways that make sense for the 
WULbe¶V gRYeUQPeQW, cRPPeUcLaO eQWeUSULVeV, aQd LQdLYLdXaO 
members. 
 In December 2015 the tribe opened Agate Dreams on the 
Port Madison Indian Reservation. Its clientele includes both tribal 
members and non-Indians who come to shop for products supplied 
by over thirty vendors.187 The VWRUe¶V PaQageU, CaOYLQ MedLQa, 
VWaWed, ³We ZaQW WR SURYe WR Whe VWaWe aQd WR Whe UeVW Rf Whe cRXQWU\ 
WhaW Ze caQ UXQ WhLV MXVW aV ZeOO aV eYeU\ RWheU RSeUaWLRQ. We¶Ue QRW 
trying to get around any particular rules or regulations. We just want 
to compeWe OLNe eYeU\RQe eOVe.´188 The tribe issued a statement 
UeLWeUaWLQg MedLQa¶V SRLQW LQ 2018 afWeU U.S. AWWRUQe\ GeQeUaO 
Sessions rescinded the Cole and Wilkinson Memos. In it, Chairman 
FRUVPaQ e[SUeVVeV hLV cRQfLdeQce LQ Whe ³SWaWe aQd TULbaO OaZV 
[that] were created and crafted in response to the challenges 
PaULMXaQa SUeVeQWed WR RXU cRPPXQLWLeV.´189 
 BecaXVe XOWLPaWeO\, Whe SXTXaPLVh¶V Ldea Rf cRPSacWLQg 
with the state is not only about the tribe breaking into the cannabis 
industry. Robin Sigo, the Tribal Treasurer, best explains how the 
WULbe¶V agUeePeQW ZLWh WaVhLQgWRQ VWaWe VWUeQgWheQV Whe WULbe¶V 
sovereignty: 
 
It strengthens the government-to-government 
relationship between the tribe and the state 
gRYeUQPeQW. IW baVLcaOO\ Va\V, µYRX PLghW be Whe 
state and you have said that marijuana is legal here, 
bXW Ze¶Ue QRW gRLQg WR aSSO\ aV a bXVLQeVV aQd geW a 
business liceQVe fURP Whe VWaWe.¶ ThaW ZRXOdQ¶W PaNe 
any sense for us. We worked to negotiate a compact 
 
187 AGATE DREAMS, https://www.agatedreams.com/ [https://perma.cc/5384-
3U7S] (last visited Jan. 29, 2019). 
188 Coughlin-Bogue, supra note 162.  
189 Press Release, Suquamish Nation, Tribe Responds Wo DOJ¶s MemorandXm 
Regarding Marijuana Enforcement (Jan. 4, 2018), available at 
https://suquamish.nsn.us/suquamish-tribe-responds-dojs-memorandum-
regarding-marijuana-enforcement/ [https://perma.cc/3XB5-QHRP]. 
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with the state that was an official government-to-
government relationship, and to look at making sure 
Ze gRW WR NeeS Whe Wa[ UeYeQXe becaXVe Ze¶Ue 
operating [marijuana businesses] here and the tax 
UeYeQXe VhRXOd cRPe WR XV«. We¶Ye gRWWeQ WR WaNe a 
stand for other tribes in the state and country. As 
[marijuana / cannabis] gets legalized in more and 
more states, more and more tribes are going to be 
having this opportuQLW\, aQd Ze¶Ue gOad WR Oead.190 
 
IQ facW, Whe WULbe¶V cRPSacW haV SURYed VXcceVVfXO VR faU aQd VeUYed 
as the model for other Washington tribes seeking compacts with the 
state to regulate cannabis in Indian Country. The Squaxin Island, 
Puyallup, Muckleshoot, and Tulalip tribes have also entered into 
agreements with the state. For tribes that decide to legalize cannabis, 
two winning arguments usually include the economic development 
RSSRUWXQLW\ aQd hRZ caQQabLV YeQWXUeV VWaQd WR eQhaQce a WULbe¶V 
exercise of its sovereignty. Yet these very same arguments are what 
prompt[ed?] other tribes to criminalize marijuana and ban the 
substance on their lands. 
 
2. The Yakama Nation Bans Cannabis   
 
a. YaNaPa NaWLRQ¶V HLVWRU\ Rf BaWWOLQg SXbVWaQce 
Abuse with Legal Measures 
 
 By the time Washington voters approved an initiative 
legalizing marijuana in 2012, the Yakama Nation had already been 
fighting for over a decade to keep alcohol off of its 1.2 million acre 
reservation.191 The Nation started discussing prohibition in 1993, 
citing health and safety reasons.192 Children born on the reservation 
had a 500 percent higher rate of birth defects caused by fetal alcohol 
syndrome as compared with the general population.193 Seventy-
 
190 Coughlin-Bogue, supra note 162. 
191 Associated Press, Tribe Votes to Go Dry, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Apr. 8, 2000, 
available at http://articles.latimes.com/ 2000/apr/08/news/mn-17407 
[https://perma.cc/6FPX-CQS8].   
192 Associated Press, Indians and Washington State Are at Odds Over Alcohol 
Ban, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 10, 2000, available at 
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/10/10/us/indians-and-washington-state-are-at-
odds-over-alcohol-ban.html [https://perma.cc/NT6P-9DYS]. 
193 Id. 
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eight percent of motor vehicle deaths on the reservation were 
alcohol-related.194 Proponents also mentioned alcohol as a factor in 
Whe UeVeUYaWLRQ¶V hLgh UaWeV Rf Ve[XaO abXVe, dRPeVWLc YLROeQce, 
murder, and suicide.195 In early 2000, tribal officials voted to make 
the Yakama Nation completely dry.196  
IQ RUdeU WR UedXce LWV PePbeUV¶ aOcRhRO XVe, Whe NaWLRQ ZeQW 
after the underlying liquor economy on the reservation. Tribal 
Council Member Jack Fiander characterized the act aV ³a symbol 
that this is not the type of economy we want to see concentrated on 
the UeVeUYaWLRQ´ becaXVe ³[\]RX caQ'W baVe \RXU ecRQRP\ RQ VeOOLQg 
cLgaUeWWeV, aOcRhRO aQd fLUeZRUNV.´197 At the time, the reservation 
had over fifty establishments selling alcohol.198 In enacting the ban, 
WULbaO MXULVdLcWLRQ bXPSed XS agaLQVW Whe VWaWe¶V aXWhority when 
tribal leaders said the prohibition applied to nonmembers as well.199  
While the State of Washington did not object to tribal efforts 
to mitigate alcohol-related health and safety concerns, the State 
accused the Yakama Nation of exceeding its authority.200 
WaVhLQgWRQ¶V WheQ-attorney general, Christine Gregoire, petitioned 
Whe FedeUaO DLVWULcW CRXUW LQ SSRNaQe WR LVVXe a UXOLQg Whe NaWLRQ¶V 
ban did not extend to nonmembers or to those persons on 
QRQPePbeUV¶ SURSeUW\.201 The court dismissed the lawsuit as not 
ripe because the Nation had yet to enforce the ban.202 The following 
year, acting U.S. Attorney in Spokane, Jim Shively, issued an 
opinion stating that the Nation could not ban the sale of alcohol on 
 
194 Id. 
195 Cate Montana, Tension, misunderstanding arise over Yakama alcohol ban, 
INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY (Dec. 13, 2000,), 
https://newsmaven.io/indiancountrytoday/archive/tension-misunderstanding-
arise-over-yakama-alcohol-ban-LUv42h3CTk6TiubTuIAO4Q/ 
[https://perma.cc/AJ6B-BLVN]. At the time there were thirteen unsolved 
killings on the reservation involving Indian women, most of whom were last 
seen in a tavern. Tribe Votes To Go Dry, supra note 191. 
196 Id. Alcohol was already long prohibited aW Whe WULbe¶V caVLQR, aW SRZZRZV, 
and in the convenience store per a 150-year-old alcohol ban on the reservation. 
197 Tribe Votes To Go Dry, supra note 191. 
198 Indians and Washington State at Odds, supra note 192. 
199 Id. 
200 For a focused discussion on the staWe¶V OegaO caVe agaLQVW Whe YaNaPa NaWLRQ, 
consult Robert J. Haupt, µNeYer La\ a Salmon on Whe GroXnd ZiWh His Head 
WoZard Whe RiYer¶: SWaWe of WashingWon SXes Yakamas oYer Alcohol Ban, 26 
AMERICAN INDIAN LAW REVIEW 67 (2001). 
201 Indians and Washington State at Odds, supra note 192. 
202 Associated Press, Feds will enforce existing liquor laws, LEWISTON TRIBUNE, 
Apr. 1, 2001, https://lmtribune.com/northwest/feds-will-enforce-existing-liquor-
laws/article_cf76a03c-8b66-5fc6-bb15-2c119a6fbfa8.html 
[https://perma.cc/K9X2-8YB3]. 
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non-Indian communities on private land within the reservation.203 
However, his opinion was not binding and the state eventually 
backed off the suit. 
 
b. Resisting Legalization As An Exercise of Tribal 
Sovereignty 
 
After Washington State voters passed I-502 in 2012, the 
Yakama Nation faced a new challenge: keeping the cannabis market 
out of its territory. Tribal Chairman Harry Smiskin compared the 
NaWLRQ¶V baWWOe agaLQVW Whe caQQabLV LQdXVWU\ ZLWh LWV eaUOLeU OLTXRU 
baQ: ³We haYe had a ORQg aQd XQSOeaVaQW hLVWRU\ ZLWh PaULMXaQa ² 
just as we have had with alcohol. We fight them both on our 
OaQdV.´204  
  George Colby, attorney to the Yakama Nation, agreed: 
³MaULMXaQa LV Whe bLggeVW SURbOeP fRU RXU SeRSOe XS WR age fRUW\«. 
IW¶V a bLggeU SURbOeP WhaQ aOcRhRO.´205  At a 2013 LCB public 
hearing, Colby took the floor to warn cannabis entrepreneurs they 
were not welcome on the reservation: 
 
³I'P heUe WR WeOO \RX WhaW Lf \RX ZaQW WR VSeQd haOf a 
million dollars on growing marijuana in central 
WaVhLQgWRQ, I VXggeVW \RX dRQ'W dR WhaW«. BecaXVe 
we will come after you. The Yakama Nation will 
come after you. And under our treaty, all we have to 
do is pick up the phone and call the federal 
gRYeUQPeQW aQd WeOO \RX WR geW Rff Rf RXU OaQd.´206 
 
The treaty Colby was referring to is the Yakama Nation 
Treaty of 1855 signed between the then-governor of the Washington 
Territory and the Confederated Tribes of the Yakama Nation.207  In 
it, the Nation ceded 10.8 million acres of its twelve million acre 
territory to the U.S. government, retaining fishing and hunting 
 
203 Id. 
204 Id. 
205 Jonathan Kaminsky, Indian tribe seeks pot business ban in part of 
Washington state, REUTERS, Mar. 24, 2014, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
usa-marijuana-tribe-idUSBREA2N12J20140324 [https://perma.cc/FJ3L-59W5]. 
206 Feds will enforce existing liquor laws, supra note 202. 
207 Yakama Nation Treaty of 1855, U.S.-Yakama Nation, opened for signature 
June 9, 1855, ratified Mar. 8, 1859, available at http://www.yakamanation-
nsn.gov/treaty.php [https://perma.cc/8JPS-34GE]. 
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rights.208 The remaining 1.2 million acres became the Yakama 
NaWLRQ¶V UeVeUYaWLRQ OaQd.209 In its totality, the Yakama Nation 
comprises more than thirty percent of Washington state and is a 
checkerboard of incorporated cities patched in among tribal land.210 
In response, the LCB added a rule requiring the Board to 
QRWLf\ a WULbe¶V gRYeUQPeQW Lf aQ\RQe aSSOLeV fRU a SeUPLW WR VeOO 
marijuana on tribal land.211 The state also agreed not to issue a 
license to any business located on an Indian reservation.212  
 
c. An Historic First ± the Yakama Nation Attempts 
to Block State Law 
 
In an unprecedented move, the Yakama Nation asserted its 
sovereignty to ban cannabis not only on its reservation, but also, on 
Whe ceded OaQdV. ChaLUPaQ SPLVNLQ e[SOaLQed, ³We'Ue merely 
exercising what the treaty allows us to do, and that is prevent 
PaULMXaQa gURZV (aQd VaOeV) RQ WhRVe OaQdV.´213  
In a written statement to SeattlePi, Smiskin elaborated the 
NaWLRQ¶V SRVLWLRQ: ³I caQQRW WeOO \RX ZhaW WR dR RQ VWaWe OaQdV LQ 
Seattle or elsewhere ² I can tell you how it is going to be on Yakama 
Lands. The use of marijuana is not a part of our culture or religions 
or daily way of life. Nor is it one of our traditional medicines. Please 
UeVSecW RXU OaQdV aQd RXU SRVLWLRQ.´214 
 
208 Id. 
209 Id. 
210 Maria L. La Ganga, Yakama Wribe jXsW sa\s no Wo WashingWon sWaWe¶s legal poW 
market, WASH. POST, Jan. 9, 2014, available at 
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The Yakama created its own database to track applications 
fRU eVWabOLVhLQg a caQQabLV bXVLQeVV RQ Whe NaWLRQ¶V UeVeUYaWLRQ aQd 
ceded lands. 215  Then it filed objections to 1,300 pending marijuana 
licenses.216 Citing federal anti-drug laws, the Nation has vowed to 
sue to enforce its marijuana ban in ceded lands, making it the first 
time a tribe has sought to block a state law from applying in ceded 
territory.217  
Curiously, the Nation may not have to; neighboring non-
tribal counties Yakima and Wenatchee, which overlap with the 
ceded lands, have already banned marijuana enterprises as well. Yet 
local governments are not interested in allying themselves with the 
Yakama because of other sovereignty issues, like water rights.218 
This issue is still playing out and the Yakama Nation has taken no 
further legal action against Washington State or neighboring local 
governments at this time. 
 
3. Same Priorities, Different Methods 
 
 The Suquamish Tribe legalized commercial marijuana on its 
land because it wanted to enhance its sovereignty through increased 
opportunities for economic development and safeguard its 
PePbeUV¶ heaOWh aQd ZeOOQeVV. TR WhaW eQd, Whe WULbe deYLVed a 
unique, first-of-its-kind compact with Washington State so that it 
could frame the terms by which the cannabis market would operate 
LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\. The WULbe¶V VXcceVV VSaUNed a VXcceVVLRQ Rf 
similar agreements between tribes and the states they are located in. 
The compact the Suquamish government co-drafted has since served 
as a model for other tribes seeking to assert their sovereign power to 
regulate marijuana on tribal lands. 
Alternatively, the Yakama Nation criminalized liquor and 
marijuana commercial activity to protect its members and prevent 
Whe NaWLRQ¶V ecRQRP\ fURP beLQg RYeUO\ UeOLaQW RQ ³fULQge 
bXVLQeVVeV.´219 Its leaders challenged the state and cannabis 
businesses, citing its 1855 Treaty rights, federal law, and most 
 
why-the-yakama-nation-opposes-legal-marijuana-on-tribal-lands/ 
[https://perma.cc/C46Y-YVXM]. 
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VLgQLfLcaQWO\, Whe YaNaPa NaWLRQ¶V sovereign authority to make and 
enforce its laws on both its reservation and ceded lands.   
These case studies sketch out how tribes weigh the perceived 
benefits and harms of legalizing cannabis.  But they also illustrate 
hRZ RQe WULbe¶V beQefLW LV aQRWheU¶V haUP, aQd hRZ aQ\ WULbaO 
dLVcXVVLRQ Rf OegaOL]aWLRQ LV QeceVVaULO\ XQdeUSLQQed b\ Whe WULbe¶V 
interest in preserving its sovereignty. Accordingly, whether a tribe 
elects to welcome in a well-regulated cannabis industry, or to 
employ every legal tool available to block marijuana from passing 
into Indian Country, the discussion itself about legalization is an 
e[eUcLVe Rf Whe WULbe¶V VRYeUeLgQW\. TULbeV aUe decLdLQg TXeVWLRQV 
like, who are we? What do we want for our members? How do we 
use our power to achieve these goals? And when it comes to 
cannabis, it appears that both legalization and criminalization are 
effective routes for tribes to say to both state and federal 
governments that they claim jurisdiction over their own land and the 
people on it. 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This article offers the most current analysis of federal policy 
on cannabis in Indian Country as examined through the lens of 
federalism. The complex concept of tribal sovereignty coupled with 
the federal gRYeUQPeQW¶V LQabLOLW\ WR cUafW a VWabOe aQd PaULMXaQa 
policy only hurts the tribes, who have more to lose than anyone else. 
Congress and the federal government should establish a clear and 
viable marijuana policy that effectively addresses legality of 
marijuana activity. Evidently from the Flandreau tribe scenario, the 
discretionary guidelines offered in the Cole and Wilkson Memos are 
inadequate on its own. Moreover, tribe took cautionary steps to not 
upset the South Dakota officials, but were still penalized for their 
attempt in following the Memos. The main reason why the 
Flandreau tribe burned one million dollars¶ ZRUWh of marijuana crop 
and had the marijuana resort fail, was because of the power struggle 
between the State Attorney General who disagreed and the federal 
government, and the federal government who failed to stand behind 
its word. Congress should reschedule marijuana and act to update its 
marijuana laws and policies.  
Additionally, this paper extends the topic of cannabis law 
beyond jurisdictional conflicts and brings tribal perspectives on 
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legalization to the forefront. After all, the confusion about the 
application of federal law in Indian Country rests somewhere in the 
intersection between administrative turnover, changing cultural 
norms, aQd eQWUeSUeQeXUV¶ LQVLVWeQce WhaW SURfLWV aUe WR be Pade. 
Accordingly, why not look at the conversations and policy-making 
among tribal leaders to best understand if and how cannabis should 
be regulated and enforced in Indian Country? Federal policy is to 
engage with tribes in a government-to-government capacity. Tribes 
can and are exercising the self-determination afforded to them as 
sovereign entities through the cultivation, possession, and sale of 
cannabis in Indian Country. Case studies demonstrate that proactive 
tribes have successfully conditioned cannabis enforcement and 
regulation in Indian Country in states where cannabis is legal. Tribes 
VhRXOd PaNe OaZV abRXW caQQabLV WaLORUed WR WheLU PePbeUV¶ VSecLfLc 
interests and needs. Otherwise, federal or state governments will 
impose their own laws that will invariably fail to account for each 
WULbeV¶ XQLTXe LQWeUeVW LQ RU UeMecWLRQ Rf caQQabLV LQ IQdLaQ CRXQWU\.  
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